City of Bridgeport

Parks, Recreation, and Open Space
Master Plan

Bridgeport
is a growing
community
with a
small-town
appeal
and rich
historical
fabric.
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MASTER PLAN PURPOSE
The community leaders of Bridgeport have long recognized the importance that parks
and recreation planning has on their community. The City of Bridgeport has shown
commitment to long-range planning and its Park System since the mid-1990s and
provided the first update to the Parks and Recreation Master Plan in 2007. Bridgeport’s
Parks and Recreation Master Plan needs to respond to the area’s growth and take
advantage of natural features and new opportunities. Bridgeport’s Parks and Recreation
system has a solid foundation however, one of the key purposes for this Master Plan is
to balance new park expansion with maintaining existing park facilities.
Bridgeport's Parks and Recreation Master Plan needs to be updated every five years
(maximum every ten years) to evaluate current and future needs. This new longrange plan is intended to help manage Bridgeport’s park system development in an
orderly fashion and to guide implementation and policy decisions for future recreation
amenities and parkland needs. The plan identifies community desires for recreational
uses and associated park growth areas as well as emphasizing select existing facility
recommendations. This plan can aid the City in seeking funding opportunities. This
document should be used as a planning tool by citizens, elected officials, boards, the City
Council, and developers to understand community desires and make certain long-term
community success and improve overall quality of life of the Bridgeport community.

IMPORTANCE AND
BENEFITS OF PARKS
Parks have an emerging importance in today’s communities. These green spaces have
been proven to have many health, economic development and safety benefits. Parks
and recreation professionals have attributed parks and open spaces to quality of life
for a community, attributing to a higher standard of health, comfort and happiness. It
is understood that parks improve aesthetics and ecological services such as mitigating
stormwater runoff, cleaning the air we breathe and providing wildlife habitat in the
urban environment.
Past studies have shown that parks can also increase the property values of homes in
a community. According to John L. Crompton, a professor at Texas A&M University
who has published extensive research on parks and recreation, “The real estate market
consistently demonstrates that many people are willing to pay a larger amount for a
property located close to parks and open space areas than for a home that does not offer
this amenity.” By increasing the availability of these spaces, property values increase
while crime rates decrease.

Creating a more active and connected community allows residents to have pride in their
community. The provision and use of well-maintained parks, trails, open spaces and
recreational areas can enhance the resident’s way of life.

Health
Parks have a direct relationship to the users and their health. Having parks that are
readily accessible increases outdoor physical activity opportunities. These opportunities
can range from walking trails, playing disc golf, or being a part of Saturday classes at
a rec center. Health studies have shown that contact with nature can result in lower
blood pressure, aid in recovery from surgery, lower self-reported stress, obesity and
contributes to fewer minor medical complaints. By encouraging contact with nature,
parks can also influence child development. Howard Frumkin, Professor and Chair of
the Department of Environmental and Occupational Health at the Rollins School of
Public Health, highlighted significant improvements with attention disorders and teen
behavioral disorders.

Economic Development
Parks have an economic benefit to communities and the future growth of cities. A 2019
study by the National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) focused on engagement
with local parks and recreation agencies. It found that 85% of people consider highquality parks and recreation amenities important factors when choosing a place to live.
The economic impact that parks have on communities range from increasing property
values, directing employment to businesses and increasing workforce opportunities.
More about the economic impact and development parks can have on a community can
be found in the economic section of this document.

Safety
When parks and green spaces are adjacent to residential areas, studies show that there
are fewer violent and property crimes. A 2004 report done by the American Planning
Association (APA) explains how parks create safer neighborhoods. These spaces allow
for neighbors to interact with each other and develop a community that they are inclined
to protect. In addition to creating stronger neighborhood ties, planning and design
influences the outcome that parks and green spaces will promote. The development of
these spaces should be close to homes and carefully designed to support the activities
they are intended for, such as social interaction.
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LOCATION AND HISTORY
Bridgeport is on State Highway 114 eight miles west of Decatur and two miles east of
Lake Bridgeport in western Wise County. It originated in February 1860 when a group
organized by William H. Hunt secured a charter from the West Fork Bridge Company
to build a bridge across the West Fork of the Trinity River. The bridge was to be part of
the Butterfield Overland Mail route. Pierce Woodward suggested the name. A year later,
however, the Civil War began, the mail route was abandoned, and the wooden bridge
collapsed. Bridgeport remained a small, rural community until 1873, when a new iron
bridge was constructed for transporting supplies from Decatur to Fort Richardson. In
May of that year a post office was established. In the 1880s coal was discovered near the
town, and for the next forty years the Wise County Coal Company was one of the state's
chief producers of bituminous coal. Competition from oil and gas forced the coal mines
to close in 1929.
In 1893, when Rock Island tracks reached within two miles of Bridgeport, the town
moved a mile east to take advantage of the rail line. The railroad established Bridgeport
as an retail center for area cattle ranchers and dairy farmers. The town incorporated in
1913 and in 1920 had a population of 1,872. By the end of the decade Bridgeport was
producing crushed stone for road construction and was the site of a brick factory. The
completion of Lake Bridgeport in 1931 further diversified the economy; Bridgeport
became a tourist center for visitors to the lake. The population of Bridgeport grew
steadily after the 1920s and surpassed 2,000 in the mid-1950s. In 1986 it had an
estimated 3,737 residents and 153 businesses and was the second largest town in Wise
County. In 1990 the population was 3,581, and in 2000 it was 4,309.
Today, Bridgeport is a community of more than 6,000 residents who enjoy a high
quality of life in western Wise County. It is a town that possesses all the charm of
small-town life combined with the resources of a growing community. Bridgeport is a
community of remarkable people, who have created a friendly, hometown atmosphere
for visitors, hoppers, and those that wish to locate their home or businesses in this
unique community. The outstanding schools, exceptional city services, numerous
churches, several community organizations and friendly neighbors make Bridgeport a
place to be and a place to see!
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
AND DEMOGRAPHICS
The demographic fabric of a community is important to understand at the outset of
any planning process. This section describes the past, current and where applicable,
projected population trends for Bridgeport. For parks system planning specifically,
growth trends are used to determine need for new facilities. The primary purpose of
this section is to gain an understanding of the potential impacts of various factors
on the future growth and development of the City. The source of the data is from the
U.S. Decennial Census, the 2013-2019 American Community Survey (ACS) five-year
Estimates, Bureau of Labor Statistics, the City of Bridgeport and the North Texas
Council of Government (NTCOG).
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BRIDGEPORT AT A GLANCE

Average Household Size
3.07

Veterans
3.6%

Population Estimate
(As of 2019)
6,465

Type of Municipality
Home Rule

Home Ownership
56%

Total Households
1,920

Form of Government
Council/ Manager

Home Rental
44%

Median Home Value
$126,610

High School Graduate
or Higher
73%

Median Age
36

Land Area
8 Sq. Miles

Total Businesses
466

Population Estimate for
2025
7,919

Bachelor’s Degree
or Higher
17%

Average Commute
Time (Mins.)
21

Median
Household Income
$49,814

Retail Sales Per Capita
$8,876

*Information compiled from 2019 American Community Survey (ACS) and the United States Census Bureau
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Population by Gender

Housing

Looking at Bridgeport’s population by age, it is easy to assess that the population of
the City is being driven by working families. The ACS five-year summary for the age
composition of Bridgeport shows the largest group being between the ages of 35 to
44, making up 17% of the total population. Additionally, over 42.5% of the population
is under the age of 35, and 57.5% is over the age of 35. While not as high as the older
population, each of the population segments are consistent until 70 and up.

Most of the housing in Bridgeport was built between 1950 and 2009. Houses are
predominantly two to three bedrooms similar to the state’s median, Wise County also
has a majority three bedrooms. The median household value in Bridgeport is $124,440
and the median monthly rent is $917. The current housing stock makes up 1,920
households in 2019, of those, the average household size was 3.07 owner-occupied and
2.91 renter occupied. The average household income for Bridgeport is $49,814 which
is both lower than Wise County at $64,536 and the State of Texas at $57,051. This is
important to keep in mind when creating a long-range plan that stays inclusive.

Education Attainment
Seventy-two percent of the population have at least a high school diploma, with 17.2%
at least having a bachelor’s degree. These rates are slightly lower than both Wise County
and the State of Texas.
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Race and Ethnicity
In Bridgeport, most of the population is White with 52.1%. The next two largest groups
are Hispanic at 43.6% of the population being Hispanic or Latino descent and Black
at 3.4%. This has created a diverse population that adds to the rich culture of the city
which blends in well with both the State and U.S. demographics of Texas.

Growth Trends
From 2000 to 2010, the City of Bridgeport had an approximate 15.8% population
growth. However, in recent years, Bridgeport has experienced a leveled out growth rate.
In 2019, an estimated 6,465 people lived in Bridgeport, a 8.18% increase from 2010. It
is also important to consider the growth of Wise County which has had a staggering
236.72% increase from 19,687 in 1970 to 66,290 according to the 2019 census estimates.
The growth of the City of Bridgeport has been slight from year to year with a growth
rate of about 1.8% per year for the last 5 years. The population is expected to grow by
17.86% by the year 2025 which is a jump from the past years but not explosive. Wise
county has experienced a similar growth trend of about 2.4% growth in the past 5 years.
Future growth is steady and manageable in both the city and county, with opportunities
to grow the park system to keep up with demand.
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MASTER PLAN VISION
A central element of the parks and recreation planning process involves creating community vision. The
vision is the road map that guides decisions within the community and serves as the basis for the master
plan’s recommendations. The vision should guide City staff and decision makers to determine whether or not
decisions are ultimately in conformance with long-term benefits for the City of Bridgeport.
The vision of this Parks, Recreation and Open Space Master Plan is to create and maintain a well connected,
community-focused parks, open space and recreation system. The system will serve all visitors and residents,
promote a healthy lifestyle, preserve heritage, foster environmental stewardship, support the local economy
and help endorse a sense of community.
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A SYSTEM THAT PROVIDES
QUALITY RECREATION
WHILE EMBRACING
THE QUALITY OF LIFE
FOR ALL CITIZENS
- Focus Group Meeting Participant

PLANNING STUDY AREA
The area of focus for this plan includes Bridgeport's City limits and its extraterritorial
jurisdiction (ETJ). In total, the planning area has 7.82 square miles within its City limits
and 36.47 square miles within the ETJ. The master plan’s study area included three park
planning sub areas or zones. The consultant team’s preliminary assessment determined
influential benefits to subdivide the City’s park planning efforts and they comprise:
• Major man-made barriers
• Existing natural features or resources
• Existing and future park level of service needs
• Implementation strategies and parkland acquisitions

The use of sub areas is not intended to discourage connectivity, parkland dedication,
funding or creativity in park design. The park standards and classifications, inventory
and need assessments are based upon Bridgeport's study area as a whole. Although
manmade restrictions are being considered, not all major barriers which pose
connectivity challenges were used to create the park planning sub areas.
Zone I includes all the lands north of Highway 380. Zone II includes the area south
of Highway 380 and east of Ramsey Creek. Zone III includes the area south of the
Highway 380 and west of Ramsey Creek.
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PLANNING FRAMEWORK AND PROCESS
In May of 2021, the City of Bridgeport engaged Stantec Consulting Services, Inc. to
assist the City in updating Bridgeport's Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Master
Plan. The resulting vision, goals and recommended strategies and actions were
developed by the Planning Process shown below. The process included evaluating
and understanding the existing conditions and developing appropriate goals for
the Parks and Recreation System; identifying local resources and opportunities;
analyzing needs based on population growth and community input; and developing
recommendations, strategies and actions to implement these recommendations.

Implementation of this Plan will occur over the next 10 years and beyond.
Implementation will predominantly utilize existing processes (e.g., annual budgets
and the Capital Improvements Program) to affect change. This document should be
used as a planning tool by citizens, elected officials, City Boards, the City Council
and developers to understand the community’s desires and determine long-term
community success.

Bridgeport Par
Planning Pro

10 STEP PLANNING PROCESS

01
•Kick-off
•Review Existing
Plans and
Documents
•Community Profile

DEMOGRAPHIC
ASSESSMENT

02
•Background
Research
•Site Visits/ Existing
Conditions
•Parks & Recreation
Facilities Inventory
and Analysis
SITE INVENTORY
& ASSESSMENT

03

04

•Input Gathering

•NRPA Guidelines

•Community Survey

•Define Park Types

•Stakeholder
Interviews

•Develop Park and
Openspace
Standards

•Consensus Building

05

06

07

•Population Analysis

•Overall
Recommendations

•Demands Based

•Park Master Plan
Concepts/
Recommendations

•Determine Priorities
From Boards/
Stakeholder Input

•Standards Based

•Priority List

•Resource Based

08

• High- Level
Development
Planning Bud
Cost

•Identify
Partnerships

•Gap Analysis
VISION & GOALS

PARK
CLASSIFICATIONS
& STANDARDS

NEEDS
ASSESSMENT

RECOMMENDATIONS

DETERMINING
PRIORITIES

ACTION ITEM

OCTOBER

NOVEMB
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MAY

MAY/ JUNE

JUNE/ JULY

JUNE/ JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

PLANNING FRAMEWORK
To prepare a master plan that would provide vision and guidance for the
future of Parks and Recreation opportunities in Bridgeport, we:
1.
2.

Gathered public input through surveys, events and meetings to
understand the community's wants and needs.
Conducted an inventory and existing conditions analysis to
assist in creating a 10-year realistic implementation strategy.
Combined the projected population trends, potential impacts
of various factors on future growth, and standard and demand
assessments analysis to help the City of Bridgeport implement
these strategies in the next 10 years and beyond.

ort Parks Master Plan
ng Process Overview

7

riorities
s/
Input

G

R

3.

08
• High- Level
Development/
Planning Budget
Cost
•Identify
Partnerships

ACTION ITEMS

09
•Next Steps &
Funding
Opportunities

10

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Inventory and existing conditions analysis
includes collecting past demographics, parks
inventory and classifications to help establish
the vision for a 10-year realistic implementation
strategy plan.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

A standard and demand assessment identifies
current parks and trails that might not be
meeting locally established standards and
national standards.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations were developed to help
facilitate the growth and needs for the Parks,
Recreation, and Open Space Master Plan.
These recommendations address the master
plan goals and objectives while establishing a
list of prioritizations.

IMPLEMENTATION

Financial and phasing strategies are established
to implement the action plan within the next
10 years.

•AdoptionCity Council

• Establish
Partnerships

IMPLEMENTATION

PUBLIC INPUT

Public input includes public engagement
sessions, meetings, events and surveys that
help gather feedback from the community
on their wants and needs, as well as identify
the community’s vision for the future of
Bridgeport's Parks and Recreation Master Plan.

PLAN APPROVAL
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NOVEMBER\ DECEMBER

JANUARY 2022
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
01

02

03

04

05

Goals

Goals

Goals

Goals

Goals

Objectives

Objectives

Objectives

Objectives

Objectives

1.1 Provide regular reviews and progress
updates on the Parks, Recreation, and Open
Space Master Plan with staff and elected/
appointed officials.

2.1 Continue to engage citizens,
local partners and elected/appointed
officials regarding facility and
amenity desires and trends.

3.1 Increase City staff to support
recreation and programming efforts.

4.1 Increase community identity
and aesthetics with visible, highquality parks and trails.

1.2 Work with private entities to ensure
HOA Parks are provided in new, larger
neighborhoods and master-planned
developments.

2.2 Implement a long-range program
for continued improvement of
Bridgeport’s parks system based upon
the Parks, Recreation, and Open
Space Master Plan. Benchmark and
pursue plan recommendations as
identified in the needs assessment.

5.1 Improve existing parks based on
the Parks, Recreation, and Open Space
Master Plan site observations, facility
assessments, and needs assessment.
Benchmark and pursue plan
recommendations.

Provide a well-distributed, equitable, and
easily accessible parks system for all current
and future residents of Bridgeport as well
as visitors.

1.3 Increase park service levels through
the identification and acquisition of new
parkland.
1.4 Develop a new neighborhood park in
the east portion of the planning area.
1.5 Coordinate improvements with annual
budget discussions.
1.6 Coordinate with other departments,
local organizations, and state agencies
about assistance in land acquisitions.
1.7 Coordinate with Wise County and
establish joint planning sessions to
discuss possible pooling of resources and
coordination of future parks, trails, facilities
and other amenities within the ETJ.

Provide quality and cost-effective
park system facilities and amenities
to meet the needs and desires of the
growing community.

2.3 When designing future parks,
consider the Parks, Recreation,
and Open Space Master Plan’s
needs assessment and identified
programming desires.
2.4 Coordinate improvements with
annual budget discussions.

Expand recreational activities,
programming, and event offerings to
include educational opportunities, sports
leagues, recreational classes, and special
events that cater to varying ages, abilities,
and interests of the community.

3.2 Continue to engage citizens, local
partners and elected and appointed
officials regarding recreation and
programming needs.
3.3 Broaden Bridgeport’s recreation
activities and programming. Consider
pilot programs. Benchmark and pursue
related activities.
3.4 Partner with local organizations, civic
groups, businesses, health providers,
educational providers and similar entities
to provide recreation and programming
opportunities.
3.5 Continue to coordinate with local
sport leagues. Maximize the use of
existing sports facilities. Increase
organized team sport facilities as demand
becomes unmet.
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Use parks, trails and recreation
to support Bridgeport’s economic
development strategies.

4.2 Promote Regional Parks
and facilities thru a marketing
campaign to entice existing
park users back to the parks and
to attract new user groups to
Bridgeport.
4.3 Host sports and community
events to attract out of town
visitors.
4.4 Market existing amenities,
quality of life and community
livability.
4.5 Explore new revenue sources
within parks such as food trucks,
fishing, camping, kayak / canoe
rentals, obstacle courses, and new
advanced / beginner off-road
vehicle trails and hike / bike trails.

Conduct repairs and renovations to
existing parks.

5.2 Implement consistent park signage.
5.3 Coordinate with local organizations
to assist with park improvements and
maintenance.
5.4 Continue to provide the
best possible standards of care/
maintenance for all park and trail
facilities. Establish a set of maintenance
standards to help increase a positive
user experience.
5.5 Coordinate improvements with
annual budget discussions.
5.6 Improve existing parks to introduce
all-inclusive play elements or create a
special-use all-inclusive play park.

06

07

08

09

Goals

Goals

Goals

Goals

Objectives

Objectives

Objectives

Objectives

8.1 Identify and preserve environmentally
sensitive areas such as significant tree coverage,
natural habitats, creeks and tributaries.

9.1 Increase current annual budget for parks
and trails development, operations and
maintenance as needed.

8.2 Use greenbelts for Linear Parks and trail
corridors.

9.2 Align plan recommendations with annual
budget planning and capital improvement
project ranking.

Elevate Endeavor Bridgeport / Northwest
OHV to a state-wide destination to attract
new tourists and to entice existing park
users to revisit the park.

6.1 Create site specific master plans the
Event Area/Amphitheater, Adventure
Recreation Areas, and the Tent and
Organized Parking Area by the Pay Station
to further develop the site and to entice
park users to stay for longer durations of
time.
6.2 Implement and install a park-wide
signage to educate park users about trail
safety, trail routes, and trail locations.
Continue to utilize the City’s website to
post information regarding park closures
and upcoming events.
6.3 Improve the existing ponds, stock them
with fish, and add fishing docks to provide
another amenity within the park and to
provide safe access to the ponds.
6.4 Add new site furnishings.
6.5 Update the park with accessible parking
spaces, trails, water fountain, etc. to
accommodate individuals with disabilities.
6.6 Strengthen and increase private and
corporate partnerships to expand current
and future special events.

Expand the existing trail system connecting
key destinations, neighborhoods, schools,
businesses, parks, and City facilities.

7.1 Utilize the Greenway Study to determine
new trail locations that will make impactful
connections to surrounding areas within the
City.
7.2 Increase trail service levels through the
identification and acquisition of lands for
new trail corridors.
7.3 Work with planned communities to
ensure trail amenities, easements and
connectivity to adjacent parks and trail
corridors.
7.4 Connect Bridgeport parks into the trail
system.
7.5 Preserve and utilize drainage, utility and
natural creek corridors as potential linkage
corridors throughout the City.
7.6 Coordinate trail strategies with other
City mobility efforts.
7.7 Coordinate improvements with annual
budget discussions.

Incorporate sustainable practices in desigining,
constructing, maintaining, and operating park
and trail facilities and amenities.

8.3 Encourage private development and
master-planned communities to preserve/
promote sensitive areas and natural systems.
Encourage creative design techniques to
incorporate greenbelts and natural systems into a
development’s overall design.
8.4 Use parks to preserve and showcase natural
systems, riparian areas and natural habitats.
Coordinate with educational efforts when
applicable. Design parks to preserve and enhance
natural resources. Promote the use of native
plant species and water conservation techniques.
8.5 Partner with local organizations, civic
groups, businesses, health providers, educational
providers and similar entities to promote health
and environmental efforts.

Identify suitable park funding for annual
park budgets and explore creative funding
partnerships.

9.3 Implement a parkland dedication ordinance.
9.4 Explore multiple funding sources for land
acquisition, planning, parks/trails development,
recreation, programming and improvements to
existing facilities.
9.5 Encourage or pursue private/public
partnerships.
9.6 Identify and pursue both public and private
grant funding opportunities on an annual basis.
9.7 Coordinate with Wise County and establish
joint planning sessions to discuss possible
funding/cost sharing resources for future parks,
trails, facilities and other amenities within the
ETJ.

7.8 Provide trail amenities such as trash
receptacles, benches and lighting.
7.9 Implement way-finding trail signage.
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RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES AND
ACTIONS
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
The City of Bridgeport’s current parks and recreation budget includes regular
management, operation and maintenance costs. The existing budget does not include
funds for new parks, significant park improvements or expanded trails. Through the
Parks, Recreation and Open Space Master Plan planning process and community input,
it is evident that the City’s parks system is a vital part of Bridgeport’s livability and
is essential in improving quality of life for its residents. For parks and recreation to
remain prominent for its citizens, increases to the annual park budget must be realized
over time, keeping in mind the importance of public safety, infrastructure and other
city services. Small increases to the annual park budget are needed to accomplish even
minor upgrades such as resurfacing parking lots, repairing facilities and replacing
outdated equipment and site furnishings, providing recreation programs and special
events. Conversely, the goals and objectives for this plan as directed by citizens are
not insignificant and budget increases are needed to expand Bridgeport’s parks, meet
residents’ expectations and attract/ retain business, workforce and tourism.

The recommended strategies and actions in this chapter are based on the analysis of the
existing facilities and needs assessment to meet the community’s desires by developing
and enhancing the City’s current parks system. Through the public engagement process
and completed community survey, 85% of the respondents believe that parks and
recreation facilities and programs are important to the quality of life in Bridgeport.
In addition to the community’s vision, feedback heard from the community survey
highlighted the top opportunities for improvements in the City’s parks system.
Recommended Strategies:
As existing park facilities are being upgraded and new parks are introduced into the
Bridgeport parks system, it is recommended that the City evaluate oppotunities and
implement the following strategies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional Playgrounds and Shade Structures
All-Inclusive Play and Accessibility Within All Parks
Multi-Generational Play/ Activities
Improved Sports Fields
Safe Park Environments to Enhance Community Wellness
Water Recreation
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Additional Playgrounds and Shade Structures

All-Inclusive Play and Accessibility Within All Parks

A priority of the Bridgeport community is to increase the amount of shade available in
parks and on the trails. In fact, over eighty percent of the community agreed that shade
structures for existing playgrounds are important and should be added to the parks
system. With such extended Texas heat, the City needs to increase user comfort in the
parks and trails system. One way to facilitate this is to provide additional shade through
tree plantings, added picnic pavilions, the covering of playscapes, and the covering of
select athletic facilities. Funds for shade improvements should be allocated annually
based on a prioritized list.

The needs assessment sections noted that one of the top concerns facing the Bridgeport
parks system is inclusivity, equal access opportunities and ADA accessibility to park
and recreation facilities. Inclusivity, universal accessibility, and equitable access to
amenities should be a focus in existing and future parks in Bridgeport. According to
NRPA, nine in ten Americans say communities should offer all-inclusive play options
at playgrounds. Playground elements should be completely accessible to qualify as an
“all-inclusive” playground.

Making these accommodations will prolong time spent at the parks and encourage
increased physical activity.

Every pathway and surface throughout the site should meet accessibility requirements.
Flat-play areas should be no more than 2% in slope while walkways should be no more
than 5% and surfacing materials that meet ADA requirements for wheelchairs should
be used. If space allows for a restroom on site, it should be ADA accessible. Additionally,
the space should have shade provided by both trees and shade structures. The design
and development of these spaces should engage the community to provide their input
as to what they need and how the City can help develop these all-inclusive playgrounds.

Multi-Generational Play/ Activities
Creating parks that target more than one age group is a growing trend in today’s
playgrounds. In 2017, NRPA found that the typical American adult spends five hours
per week on outdoor play. Focusing on the quality of life for the residents of Bridgeport,
it is important to take into consideration all age groups when designing outdoor play
areas. To create multigenerational play areas, Bridgeport should add amenities that are
suitable for both children and adults, such as fitness equipment, board game stations,
fountains, etc.
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Improved Sport Fields

Water Recreation

During the Demand Assessment and documented within the community survey, the
City of Bridgeport has a demand for improved sport fields and additional soccer fields.
Lawdwin Ballfields lacks appropriate funding to keep all of the fields in top condition
which has led to certain fields not being played on. There is also a lack of soccer practice
and play fields which is leading soccer players to travel outside of the city to play. Soccer
has been increasing in popularity and demand consistently over the last few years
and is anticipated to keep trending in that direction for the foreseeable future. It is
recommended that the City explore opportunities to build additional soccer / ball fields
in order to meet the current demand.

Water-based recreation has been identified as one of the most requested amenities.
Currently, the City does not have a community interactive water features or other
accessible water recreation amenities. Thus, the community perception is that water
recreation is an amenity that is missing in the City’s park system. It is recommended
that the City explore the opportunities and implement an interactive water feature in a
new or existing park.

Safe Park Environments to Enhance
Community Wellness

Furthermore, activities such as stand-up paddle boarding, kayaking and canoeing
should be explored to draw more attention to Bridgeport Falls. These activities are of
interest to many age groups and would address both the multi-generational play trend
and desire of the community for water recreation.

The design of a park or recreation area can have a direct impact on people’s perceptions
of safety and their willingness to use a space. Designing a park for safety is based on what
is generally considered to be good design: it meets the needs of its users; it is diverse and
interesting; it connects people with place; and it provides people with a positive image
and experience. While good design can create the preconditions for effective control the
following are areas to consider when evaluating the safety and perception of safety of a
park or recreation facility:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure that activities in the park include a human presence from early
morning to evening
Create programming and physical design of the park to encourage use of the
park during the evenings
Lighting to enhance perceptions of safety, although this may not reduce
actual crime rates. Improved lighting and increased legitimate activity allow
for greater night time surveillance
Clear sightlines which give the perception of actual safety because people
can see what is ahead and around them and if other people are visible
Clear and understandable signage helps enhance the feeling of safety because
it allows people to orient themselves
Signage in the form of maps and descriptive text promotes a greater sense of
safety because people feel safer when they know where they are and how to
get to where they want to go
Formal/informal surveillance or the extent to which activities in parks
can be observed by other people, is important for reducing vandalism,
inappropriate activities, and feelings of isolation
Diversity can attract a higher intensity of use. Variety in the form, color, and
texture of landscape elements as well as a range of activities contributes to an
interesting environment that attracts users
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RECOMMENDATIONS BY CATEGORY (THE BIG FIVE)
The following recommendations are "The Big Five" top/ overarching goals and
recommended focus areas which could be undertaken during the horizon of this Plan.
These goals and recommendations range from site-specific to systemwide actions that
address identified issues and needs for the City of Bridgeport.

The following categories were determined by analyzing the community’s needs and
wants during the needs assessment. As each recommendation is implemented, project
specific detailed reports should be developed and the Parks Master Plan should be
updated.

01

02

03

IMPLEMENT
IMPROVEMENTS TO
EXISTING PARKS
AND RECREATIONAL
FACILITIES

EVALUATE OPPORTUNITIES
AND IMPLEMENT
PARK IMPROVEMENTS
ATTRACTING BUSINESSES,
WORKFORCE AND
TOURISM

LAND ACQUISITION
FOR NEW PARKS AND
FACILITIES

04

05

EXPAND AND IMPROVE
THE TRAIL SYSTEM IN
BRIDGEPORT

DEVELOP A REGIONAL
COMPETITION-LEVEL
SPORTS COMPLEX FOR
VARIOUS SPORTS
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IMPLEMENT IMPROVEMENTS
TO EXISTING PARKS AND
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

During the needs assessment, park assessments, and site observation there were systemwide general improvements and renovations that can be made to all parks to enhance
the existing parks system. These system-wide general improvements are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New park entry monument signage and wayfinding signage is recommended to
create continuity between the park facilities.
It is desireable to add shade structures to existing playgrounds and shaded seating
throughout the parks.
Install more shade trees at Harwood Park, Payne Park, and Lawdwin Ballfields.
Ensure that all improvements meet ADA requirements.
Increase the amount of benches and other site furnishings around playgrounds and
along trails.
Future site furnishing such as benches, tables, and trash receptacles should match.
Upgrade existing restroom facilities so that they can remain open year round.
Increase the amount of walking trails that are provided throughout the City and
make connections from the trail system to adjacent neighborhoods, businesses,
and parks.
Incorporate amenities into the parks that cater to multiple generations.
Provide an all-inclusive playground that caters to all children's abilities.
Upgrade playground equipment as it starts meet its life expectancy
Update lighting within the parks
Provide access to the paddling trail for easy of access into and out of the water
Provide practice and play sport fields throughout the City to meet the needs of the
community
Add camping opportunities to attract tourism
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Recommendations for Payne Park
Address: 409 West Cates Street
Size:1.3 Acres
Classification: Mini Park
Surrounding Land Uses:
This park is surrounded by single-family housing on the south and open space on the
north.
Recommended Site/ Amenity Improvements:
Payne Park is on the west side of town and is a small narrow City-owned tract with
a few trees, is about 1.3 acres in size, and has a variety of recreational facilities. This
Park provides neighborhood services for the west side of town. Its location provides
good visibility for its users which results in a greater feeling of security. The covered
structures provide relief from the sun for its users. Recommendations for Payne Park
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Restroom building
Parallel parking spaces
A large and small dog park with agility equipment and dog waste stations
Group pavilion and small pavilions with picnic tables and grill
Looped trail with benches, trash receptacles, and art/sculpture
Upgraded amenities for the existing skate park
Accessible playground with shade
Obstacle/challenge course
Exercise equipment
Picnic station with grill
New shade trees

Potential Cost Range: $1,750,000 to $2,000,000
Note: Does not include annual recurring maintenance costs.
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Payne Park Master Plan
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Recommendations for Harwood Park
Address: 707 Hovey Street
Size: 8.3 Acres
Classification: Neighborhood Park
Surrounding Land Uses:
This park is surrounded by commercial properties and open space on all sides.
Recommended Site/ Amenity Improvements:
Harwood Park provides a variety of amenities for the residents of Bridgeport and is one
of the most beloved parks in the City. Residents of Bridgeport host birthday parties and
celebrations within the park, use the walking trails, and enjoy the recreational activities
that are provided. The park provides ample parking on all sides of the park. The walking
trails and playground equipment is well maintained and get a lot of use, however,
there are multiple brands and types of site furnishings so there is little to no continuity
throughout the park. The pavilion has structural foundation issues and is showing signs
of age. Turkey Creek runs through this park and has flooded the park during major
storm events. Recommendations for Harwood Park include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New restroom buildings
Additional parking with food truck parking spaces
An inclusive playground
An accessible playground
Amphitheater with a covered stage and terraced seating
Event pavilion
Small pavilions with grills and picnic tables
Splash pad
Additional sidewalks with benches, trash receptacles, and art/sculpture
Pedestrian bridge
Pedestrian crossing under Hovey Street
Improvements to Turkey Creek
Tennis/pickleball courts
Basketball court
Obstacle/challenge course
Exercise equipment
Community garden with event pavilion for classes and workshops
New shade trees

Potential Cost Range: $4,000,000 to $4,500,000
Note: Does not include annual recurring maintenance costs.
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Overall Harwood Park Master Plan
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Harwood Park Master Plan- North
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Harwood Park Master Plan- South
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Recommendations for Lawdwin Ballfields
Address: 1102 Lawdwin Avenue
Size: 13 Acres
Classification: Community Park
Surrounding Land Uses:
The park is surrounded by single-family homes on the west and south and is surrounded
by open space and commercial on the north and east.
Recommended Site/ Amenity Improvements:
During the needs assessment, the planning team heard from multiple user groups that
Lawdwin Ballfields were not meeting the demands of the City. There were concerns
related to not having enough practice or play soccer fields, to the fields not being properly
maintained, to not having enough parking on tournament weekends, etc. which led the
planning team to research into whether Bridgeport could support a sports complex.
Stantec engaged their Economic Development Team, and they conducted research and
analyzed the competition within the area and determined that Bridgeport can support a
new sports complex. When funding becomes available, the City intends to acquire new
land and to construct a sports complex that will meet the needs of the community. Thru
the economic development team's research, they found that four to six full-size soccer
fields and 4 to 6-plex softball/baseball fields are needed in order to attract tournaments.
For more information related to the economic development research, please see the
Economic Impact of Prospective Sports Facilities in Bridgeport section.
While the City works to acquire new land and to develop the sports complex,
Lawdwin Ballfields will remain in place. Architectural, structural, and accessibility
recommendations are identified in Appendix C - Lawdwin Ballfields Facility Assessment
which can be used as a guide for future improvements to this property as funding
becomes available.
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Lawdwin Ballfields
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Recommendations for Endeavor
Bridgeport/ Northwest OHV Park
Address: 279 George Mitchell Parkway
Size: 700 Acres
Classification: Regional Park
Surrounding Land Uses:
This park is surrounded by open space on all sides of the property.
Recommended Site/ Amenity Improvements:
This is an extremely unique regional park that provides off-road vehicles trails,
mountain bike trails, challenge courses, overlooks, parking, and restrooms. This park
not only serves the community but it also has a regional and state-wide draw due to its
unique nature. All parking in unpaved making it difficult to park a significant amount
of vehicles during large planned events. Quite a few amenities are not accessible.
Emergency vehicles have to cross over an existing railroad track. Trains stop on the
railroad track quite often for an hour or longer which makes it difficult to access the
park in case of emergency. Recommendations for Endeavor Bridgeport/ Northwest
OHV Park include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RV and tent camping with electrical and water hookups
Primitive tent camping
Additional beginner and advanced hike/bike trails
Additional beginner and advanced off-road vehicle trails
Off-road vehicle obstacle course
10-acre event area/amphitheater
Adventure recreation areas
New pay station with a two-lane entrance road
Additional parking lots
Concession building
Restroom buildings
Outdoor education pavilion
Trailheads
Trail maps and wayfinding signage
Site furnishings such as benches along the trails and small pavilions, picnic tables,
and grills
Improved ponds for fishing with fishing docks
New park entry road located off of FM1658

•
•

Potential Cost Range: $10,000,000 to $12,000,000
Note: Does not include annual recurring maintenance costs.
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Endeavor Bridgeport/
NW OHV Master Plan
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Recommendations for Bridgeport Falls
Address: FM2123
Size: 1.5 Acres
Classification: Linear Park
Surrounding Land Uses:
This park is located off of the West Fork of the Trinity River and has the Bridgeport
Country Club and Golf Course on the west side of the river and a treatment plant on
the east side of the river.
Recommended Site/ Amenity Improvements:
Bridgeport Falls provides a really unique recreational opportunity not only for the
residents of Bridgeport but also for the surrounding communities. The park is nestled
among an existing trees canopy which provides great shade for the park, however, the
park needs to be renovated so that all amenities are accessible. The Bridgeport Falls site
would also benefit from additional site furnishings and amenities such as picnic stations,
bbq grills, benches and educational signage about the paddling trail. Recommendations
for Bridgeport Falls include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paved driveway and parking lot
Restroom and rental equipment building
Sidewalks with benches
Floating canoe/kayak launch
Floating fishing dock
Canoe/kayak rail for paddle trail access
Small pavilions with picnic tables and grill
Park signage
Kiosks

Potential Cost Range: $750,000 to $1,000,000
Note: Does not include annual recurring maintenance costs.
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Bridgeport Falls Master Plan
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02

EVALUATE OPPORTUNITIES
AND IMPLEMENT
PARK IMPROVEMENTS
ATTRACTING BUSINESSES,
WORKFORCE AND TOURISM

When we think about visitor spending, we may think about the visitors to larger parks
and recreational areas, such as state and national parks, but local parks attract visitor
spending as well. When people come to town for a picnic, a hike, a soccer or softball
game or another park system event, they will likely fill up their gas tank at a local service
station, pick up groceries or other household necessities and/or grab food at a local
restaurant. Bridgeport residents themselves contribute to “visitor” spending, because
when local parks provide residents a reason to stay in town for activities, rather than
going elsewhere, their miscellaneous spending is more likely to be captured locally.
Potential tourism opportunities have been identified for the following parks:

A Future Sports Complex

A future sports complex has the ability to attract residents of Bridgeport and residents
from the surrounding communities along with the Dallas / Fort Worth Mextroplex.
Opportunities for future tourism and economic development include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Baseball tournaments
Slow pitch softball tournaments
Fast-pitch softball tournaments
Soccer tournaments
Park entry fees
Revenue from concession sales
Fees for regular season games

Bridgeport Falls

Bridgeport Falls provides a really unique recreational opportunity not only for the
residents of Bridgeport but also for the surrounding communities. The park is nestled
into a forested area, is adjacent to the West Fork of the Trinity River, and provides access
to the paddling trail. Opportunities for tourism and economic development include:
•
•
•
•

Canoe, kayak, and fishing equipment rental facility
A canoe / kayak launch that provides accesss to the paddling trail
Fishing docks on the upstream and downstream side of the river
There is potential opportunity for future tent camping if additional property within
the area were to be acquired

Endeavor Bridgeport / Northwest OHV

Endeavor Bridgeport / Northwest OHV provides a state-wide and even out-of-state
draw to this unique recreational area. The regional park features off-road vehicle
trails, hike and bike trails, ponds, parking, bird viewing, etc. and is heavily forested.
Opportunities for tourism and economic development include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional beginner and advanced off-road vehicle trails
Off-road vehicle obstacle course
Additional beginner and advanced hike and bike trails. The City will likely have
to purchase additional property to develop the entire 25 mile trail system that is
desired.
Primitive tent camping / tent camping with parking, electrical and water hookups
RV camping with electrical and water hookups
Adventure recreation area with ziplines, ropes course, etc.
Fishing docks on two of the existing ponds

Harwood Park

Harwood Park is a neighborhood park that has the opportunity to not only attract
residents of Bridgeport but also residents from the surrounding communities. The
neighborhood park features a swimming pool, trails, picnic areas, restroom buildings,
etc. and is located in the heart of the community and is in close proximity to Halsell
Street restaurants and shops. Opportunities for tourism and economic development
include:
•
•
•
•
•
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A new all-inclusive playground
A new splash pad
New obstacle / challenge course
A large event pavilion
A new amphitheater and event lawn

Recommended Strategies for HOA Parks

03

LAND ACQUISITION
FOR NEW PARKS AND
FACILITIES

Requiring HOA Parks for all new residential neighborhood developments will address
the close-to-home park that is a vital element for Bridgeport’s future park improvements.
It will also address the land acquisition needs for proposed future neighborhood and
mini parks. To ensure compatibility and integration of the HOA Parks within the overall
park system in Bridgeport, the City should establish the following minimum criteria for
HOA Parks.
•

HOA Parks must show connectivity to the overall park system in Bridgeport

•

A shade pavilion with four to six picnic tables, a playground with 2-5 year and
5-12 year play equipment, trails, connectivity to the neighborhood and other
surrounding development, sodded and irrigated open space for practice fields,
shade trees, parking, park signage, area lighting, and a sport court should be park
program items that are included in all future HOA park development.

•

All HOA Parks should be designed to meet ADA requirements.

•

Acquiring land for future parks and facilities through a newly established parkland
dedication ordinance that requires developers to dedicate land from a development
to be used for park and park facilities that service the neighborhood and
surrounding areas. It is recommended that the City require a dedication of 1 acre
per 75 residential dwelling units. This is a common requirement for developers.

Future Park Land Acquisition
Proposed locations for future parks and facilities were evaluated based on the residential
areas that are outside of existing park service zones. Please refer to the Spatial Level of
Service Map shown in the Standards Based Assessment section. As the City’s population
increases, it is important to acquire parkland in areas where park needs are anticipated to
rise. Per the National Recreation and Parks Association (NRPA) standards, Bridgeport's
parkland is currently deficient 9.72 acres and will be deficient by 17.03 acres in 2025 and
20.40 acres in 2030.
Currently, the east and southwest portions of the City are underserved areas and will
need to eventually have close-to-home parks built to provide equitable access to all
citizens within the City. New neighborhood parks should be located within those areas
to offer a service that is currently not available. These proposed park locations were
chosen based on the distance to other existing parks, residential areas in need of parks,
open spaces and connectivity.

HOA Parks
HOA parks serve as a close-to-home park that is a vital element for Bridgeport’s future
parkland acquisition. These parks are often placed within neighborhoods such as the
planned Walker's Park Community, and they are well maintained. Because of their
close-to-homes proximity, HOA parks can influence the park needs in Bridgeport.
Please see the next paragraph for Recommended Strategies related to the development
of future HOA parks.
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04

EXPAND AND IMPROVE
THE TRAIL SYSTEM IN
BRIDGEPORT

Trails:
With the addition of trails, the connectivity of neighborhoods, natural areas, and
businesses would increase. Site furnishings along trails in Bridgeport will also increase
usability of the trails. It is recommended that the city add benches, lighting, trees, trash
receptacles, dog waste stations, and drinking fountains along the trails for comfort of all
users. These elements are important because trails can be used by all age groups. Having
amenities like these improve the comfort and safety of the user. The City of Bridgeport
should ensure that as the city grows trails are being implemented per the Greenway
Study and are connected to the current trail system to provide a safe city-wide trail
network.

General Trail Recommendations:
General trail recommendations are listed below.
Promote a Feeling of Safety on all Trails Trails should have lighting to increase visibility along the trail at night. Pedestrian
light fixtures along the trail and parking lot fixtures at the parking lot and at trailheads
will promote safety for the trail users. It is recommended that the City install smooth,
accessilbe pavement that is maintained to provide access to all. Also provide signage at
key points along the trail to inform the trail users of their location and rules that they
should be aware of.

Use Trails to Improve the Overall Health of the Residents Creating a city-wide trail system that makes it accessible for everyone to enjoy
promotes mobility for the residents and improves the community’s quality of life.
Developing trails that are designed with the health of the community in mind helps shape
the programs that should be incorporated. Where possible, trails should incorporate
fitness stations to increase physical activity and should connect parks, neighborhoods,
schools, and city destinations to make walking and riding more accessible to everyone.
Increasing the accessibility and programing along trails will make the trails more
attractive and will encourage use by a larger section of the population. Trail signage
should be added throughout the trail system and should incorporate milestones
markers and educational health information. Consideration should be given to creating
bilingual signage to reach more of the community’s’ population.
Economic Development through Trails Trails support economic development through their ability to enhance and revitalize
neighborhoods and connect city destinations to one another. Where possible, trails
should connect neighborhoods to business and amenities. Connecting these destinations
creates a great system where locals and visitors can enjoy Bridgeport while encouraging
visitors spending and attracting / retaining businesses.
Trail Amenities Trails should be designed to enhance the user experience and the physical appearance
of the City. These enhancements include lighting along trails, restrooms when possible,
benches for rest areas and scenic views, drinking fountains, and bike racks at connection
points between trails. Provide smart technology to trails such as a GPS friendly trails
“app” for smart phone users that show trail routes, amenities, and trail signage that
informs the user of the route, history of the area, landscape, and wildlife.
Celebration of Bridgeport's culture and history can be displayed throughout the trail
system through art. The City can engage community organizations to provide art that
can be displayed along the trails to draw trail users further down the trail which will
help increase lenght of time on the trail.
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DEVELOP A REGIONAL
COMPETITION-LEVEL
SPORTS COMPLEX FOR
VARIOUS SPORTS

General Recommendations:
Thru the Ecomonic Impact of Prospective Sports Facilities in Bridgeport study, it was
determined that the City of Bridgeport can support a regoinal sports complex. Please
see Economic Context and Impact of Parks and Park Faciliites Section for more detailed
information. A brief summary of the sport complex recommenations is listed below:
Softball / Baseball Field Recommendations:
• Hire a professional, local tournament organizer that specifically plans softball and
baseball tournaments. It was recommended that if Bridgeport wants to plan a
significant amount of tournaments that they hire three tournament organizers: one
for baseball, fastpitch softball, and slow-pitch softball due to the networks being
different for each sport. The tournament organizer would also be responsible for
building a network of contacts, marketing the facility, creating or collaborating on
event concepts, and generating interest in participation.
• Include four to six ball fields
• Build fields with adjustable outfield fencing, portable pitcher's mounds, and base
plugs that allow bases to be placed at different distances appropriate to the age of
the players
• Field conditions are a primary differentiator of high-quality vs. lower quality fields.
There are pros and cons between fields of grass vs synthetic turf, but if maintained
in good condition, high quality fields can utilize either grass or synthetic turf.
• Must have a quality restroom and concession building
• Shading for the dugouts and spectator seating

Soccer Recommendations:
• Demand for soccer fields is extremely high right now and the demand is moving
north and west of Dallas and Fort Worth which makes Bridgeport a prime location
for a soccer complex
• Hire a professional, local tournament organizer or company
• Provide at least six fields
• If Bridgeport wants to attract a tournament for the full span of youth age groups
from U6 to U19, three field sizes would generally be required—U6 to U8 sized
fields, U9 to U12 sized fields, and full-sized fields. (Note that a full-sized field
can be split to provide two U6 to U8 fields.) If the focus was on hosting adult
recreational tournaments, those teams would utilize full size fields.
• Youth soccer seasons occur in both Fall and Spring. Tournaments for recreational
leagues tend to be scheduled from December through February and June through
August.
• Larger tournaments are often hosted across multiple (3-5) soccer complexes in
close proximity to one another, with an anchor complex and others to support.
An anchor soccer complex in Bridgeport could support larger tournaments if it
utilized other fields in Bridgeport, or even in nearby communities.
• A Fort Worth-based club is currently evaluating the potential of building a new
soccer complex. That speaks to growing demand for soccer facilities.
• Out of all the potential features that can be built into a soccer facility, lighting is
one of the most important. Field lighting will increase the game count and provide
the option to reschedule in the evening when games needs to pause or shut down
during the day due to heat.
• Permanent restroom facilities are not necessarily required. However, they may be
expected for some age and skill levels or types of tournaments.
• Although synthetic turf fields expand the possibility to use the fields for other
sports, including lacrosse and ultimate frisbee, the demand for synthetic turf for
soccer has shifted back and forth in the recent years due to increased soccer injuries
that occur on synthetic turf compared with grass.
• Pavilion for tournament headquarters area.
• Tournament organizers need Wi-Fi.
• The demand for concessions at soccer events is lower than it is for baseball and
football.
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PARK STANDARDS, CLASSIFICATION,
AND INVENTORY
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PARK STANDARDS, CLASSIFICATION AND INVENTORY
Park Standards
The implementation of the standards, based on a classification system defined in this
section, will determine Bridgeport’s future park level of service. These standards balance
amenities and access to local parks and are sized based on the community’s existing
conditions and targeted level of service. The following considerations were developed
to promote a park system that is measurable, supports the community’s vision and is
practical to implement. The standards, along with park classification types, create a
hierarchy in park sizes, location, recreational types and service areas. While establishing
these types of standards are best practices in the State of Texas, these park standards are
unique to Bridgeport and will capitalize on local features and community desires.
Bridgeport’s park standards were developed based on several influences. As recognized
by the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, the “National Recreation and Park
Association’s Park, Recreation, Open Space and Greenway Guidelines”, published
in 1995, were used as a baseline tool to determine park types and best practices
throughout the State of Texas. The NRPA standards are only a starting point and are
not recommended for Bridgeport without adjustments. Justification for modifications
were based upon:
• Review of the 2007 Parks and Recreation Master Plan and other City documents.
• Local trends in demographics and population growth potential.
• Community feedback through interviews, surveys and public meetings.
• Comparison to surrounding communities.

•
•

Local resources, cultural factors and physical land attributes such as floodplain
areas or the West Fork Trinity River.
Planning consultant’s assessment of Bridgeport’s current level of service, existing
park locations, existing amenities and service areas to create a hierarchy of park
types through sizes.

The table below summarizes Bridgeport’s park standards based upon each newly
established park classification. Publicly-Owned Park categories are broken down into
two sub categories; Close-to-Home Parks and Other Parks. Within each of the Park
Category, individual park types are provided as Mini Parks, Neighborhood Parks,
Community Parks, Regional Parks, Special Use Parks and Linear Parks. Each of these
individual park types have applied standards shown in the final three columns include:
• Recommended Standard (often called as Level of Service) - a ratio describing
park acres to be provided per 1,000 residents. When combined, these create the
recommended total parkland for Bridgeport at 115.52 acres of parkland per 1,000
residents.
• Recommended Park Size - a suggested size for individual parks, described in detail
within the classification section.
• Recommended Service Area - a suggested service radius for each park type, in
short, it defines a specific park’s intended service area. These radius are flexible and
will be influenced by natural and man-made features.

Bridgeport Cumulative Recommended Total Parkland and Park Classification Standards
Park Category

Existing Park Acres

Cl o s e - t o - H o m e Pa r k s
Mini Park
1.3 acres
Neighborhood Park
8.3 acres
Community Park
13 acres
2 2 .6 a cr e s
Cl o s e - t o - H o m e Su b t o t a l
Sp e ci a l t y P a r k s
Regional Park
700 acres
Special Use Park
0 acres
Linear Park
1.5 acres
Sp e ci a l t y P a r k s To t a l
7 0 1 .5 a cr e s
Pu b l i cl y - O wne d P a r k s To t a l
7 2 4 .1 0 a cr e s
*Estimated 2020 population of 6,465 persons

2021 Bridgeport Current
Standards (Acres per
1,000 Persons)*

2021 Bridgeport
Recommended Standards
(Acres per 1,000 Persons)

Bridgeport
Recommended Park
Size

Bridgeport Recommended
Service Area

.21 acres
1.28 acres
2.01 acres
3 .5 0 a cr e s

0.25 acres
1.00 acres
3.75 acres
5 .0 0 a cr e s

Up to 2.0 acres
Up to 10.0 acres
Up to 25.0 acres

0.25 mile radius
0.50 mile radius
1.0 to 2.0 mile radius

108.28 acres
0 acres
.23 acres
1 0 8 .5 1 a cr e s
1 1 2 .0 1 a cr e s *

Varies
Varies
Varies
1 0 8 .5 1 a cr e s
1 1 3 .5 1 a cr e s

Varies
Varies
Varies

Entire Community
Entire Community
Entire Community
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PARK CLASSIFICATIONS
Park Classifications
Existing inventory, park classifications and the needs assessment were synthesized to
create the ultimate park recommendations. Analysis of all the community’s size and
the size of existing parks were conducted to determine park classifications. Traditional
classifications for Mini, Neighborhood and Community Parks were analyzed, including
their respective service radius and recreational features in comparison to the City’s
physical layout. Six primary classifications were determined appropriate for Bridgeport.
Mini, Neighborhood and Community Park types will be well served with close-to-home
type parks. Larger, all-encompassing type parks will be provided in the Regional Park
category. The final two park classifications include Special Use Parks and Linear Parks,
both types usually exhibiting single amenity types, special locations or and targeted
users.
HOA parks are privately held or maintained parks in Bridgeport. These parks are
generally centrally located in new neighborhoods. HOA parks are designated to meet
the recreational needs for those living within the neighborhood the HOA is located.
Similar to Mini Parks, HOA parks should be very accessible. They can offer a range
of passive and active recreational amenities. In Bridgeport, these may also include
private amenity centers for HOAs because that serve the entire planned development.
In regards to Level of Service, this study will only focus on publicly-owned parks.
Bridgeport currently has one mini park type, Payne Park, in Bridgeport. More should
be added to increase the proximity of parks to the general population. The addition of
the Mini Park category was based on Bridgeport’s growth potential and on the need to
expand park service in existing residential areas.
Bridgeport was found to be highly underserved by close-access playgrounds, therefore
the strategies for Mini Parks is sensible. This strategy aims to get the most out of limited
financial resources for the needed parkland acreages and needed increased service levels.
Focusing on the close-to-home type classifications will better position the community
towards reaching park goals. The development of Mini Parks in conjunction with
future HOA Parks will be a vital element for Bridgeport’s future park improvements.
Essentially, the community could get more value by targeting Mini, Neighborhood and
Community Parks’ service area capabilities.

01

Mini Parks

02

Neighborhood Parks

03

Community Parks

04

Regional Parks

05

Special Use Parks

06

Linear Parks
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Mini Parks are the smallest park unit for Bridgeport’s park system. These
park types are generally centrally located within a neighborhood.

Neighborhood Parks are larger in size than Mini Parks. They focus on
serving a broader population to meet the recreational needs of several
neighborhoods.

Community Parks are larger in size than Neighborhood Parks. Their
focus is on serving a broad population to meet the recreational needs for
a large geographic section of the community.

Regional Parks are the largest park classification. They provide
recreational amenities to the entire community and serve as a destination
for surrounding communities.

Special Use Parks cover a wide range of facilities and descriptions, but are
most likely oriented for a single purpose.

Linear Parks are lands set aside for preserving natural features, man-made
resources, unique landscapes, open space or visual aesthetics. These parks
typically are used to serve as trail corridors.
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PARK CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS
The following identifies Bridgeport’s park system classifications, including their
description, classification standards, site selection and design considerations.

HOA Parks
HOA parks are privately held or maintained parks in Bridgeport. These parks are
generally centrally located in new neighborhoods. HOA parks are designated to meet
the recreational needs for those living within the neighborhood the HOA is located.
Similar to Mini Parks, HOA parks should be very accessible. They can offer a range of
passive and active recreational amenities. In Bridgeport, these may also include private
amenity centers for HOAs because that serve the entire planned development. In regards
to Level of Service, this study will only focus on publicly-owned parks.
Classification Standards
HOA Parks should be one acre or more in size. Their specific size will be determined
by local requirements and development agreements. Small HOA Parks will have a
service area of 0.25-0.50 mile radius, but large HOA Parks will service the entire new
neighborhood. The recommended service level is 1.00 acres of HOA Parks per 1,000
residents but should be determined for each neighborhood based on local requirements
and development agreements.
Site Selection
HOA Parks are best located near the geographic center of a residential neighborhood or
at quarter-mile to half-mile intervals. While population densities play a role in location,
their justification often lies more in serving a specific need based on development
agreements.
Accessibility by way of trails and sidewalks or low-volume residential streets increases
viability. The park should have adequate soils for sustaining plantings. Generally, their
sites should be a gentle slope to increase usability and should properly drain to allow
safe use. Street access should be required on at least one side of the park. When adjacent
to planned trails, trail access should be provided to future and existing trail corridors.

•
•
•
•
•

Trail access should be provided when adjacent to trail corridors
Parks may be located along a trail system and serve as a trail access site
Protection from the sun should be considered through shade structures or trees
Facilities should have aesthetic landscape plantings and trees
Park signage should include monument park signs, necessary trail signs and posted
administrative requirements

Typical amenities provided for HOA Parks
• Children’s playground with fall surface and equipment with shade structures
• Hard surface play areas or court games such as basketball, tennis and volleyball
• Limited sport field(s)
• Splash pads or swimming pools
• Small lawn for passive non-organized play such as toss
• Loop trails and trailhead connections to any adjacent city-wide trail system
• Pavilions or multi-purpose structures for family events or activities
• Passive recreation elements and site furnishings such as tables, picnic areas,
benches, trash receptacles, bike racks, walks and small shade structures
• Restrooms
• Monuments, memorials and educational signage
• Support facilities such as maintenance buildings
• Natural or preserved areas including ponds, unique terrain, floodplains, greenbelts,
gardens, or other water features

Design Considerations
• Consider local requirements and development agreements
• Some vehicular surface parking, in addition to on-street parking, may be needed
and should be based on the individual park design, users and programming
• Safe pedestrian access should be provided to the park and include safe internal
circulation
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List of HOA Parks
•

None exist at this time

01

Mini Parks

Mini Parks, along with small HOA Parks, are the smallest park unit for Bridgeport’s
park system. These park types are generally centrally located in a neighborhood. Mini
Parks address an isolated developed area and serve a limited population or smaller
group of residents. They often serve as a neighborhood center to define character or
as a place-making element. In addition, Mini Parks can be used as a neighborhood
stabilization technique to increase branding, property values and the livability of a
specific neighborhood. These parks should be accessible. Mini Parks are limited in
purpose and provide close-to-home park services. They can offer a range of passive and
active recreational amenities, but are not designed for organized team sports.
This unit of the park system serves as the recreational and social focus of the
neighborhood.

Classification Standards
Mini Parks should be two acres or less in size. Their service area includes a 0.25-mile
radius. The recommended service level is 0.25 acres of Mini Parks per 1,000 residents.
Site Selection
Mini Parks are best located near the geographic center of a residential neighborhood
or at quarter-mile intervals. While population densities play a role in location, their
justification often lies more in serving a specific need based on a service area, if not
serviced by other park types.
Usually, Mini Parks should not be located along heavily traveled streets. Accessibility
by way of trails and sidewalks or low-volume residential streets increases viability. The
park should have adequate soils for sustaining plantings. Generally, their sites should
be a gentle slope to increase usability and should properly drain to allow safe use. Street
access should be required on at least one side of the park.

Design Considerations
• Additional resident input could be considered during design phases
• Minimal vehicular parking may be required
• Safe pedestrian access should be provided to the park and include safe internal
circulation
• Parks may be located along a trail system and serve as trail access site
• Protection from the sun should be considered through shade structures or trees
• Facilities should have aesthetic landscape plantings and trees
• Park signage should include small monument park signs, necessary trail signs and
posted administrative requirements
Typical amenities provided for Mini Parks
• Children’s playgrounds with fall surface and equipment with shade structures
• Hard surface play area or court games such as basketball, tennis and volleyball
• Small lawn for passive non-organized team sports such as toss
• Passive recreation elements such as tables, benches, trash receptacles, walks and
small shade structures
• Pavilions or multi-purpose structures for family events or activities
• Gardens or water features
• Monuments, memorials and educational signage

List of Mini Parks
•

Payne Park
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Neighborhood Parks

Neighborhood Parks are larger in size than Mini Parks. This park type focuses on
serving a broader population to meet the recreational needs of several neighborhoods
and a larger geographic section of the community as a whole. They are still limited in
population served, but should be accessible. The Neighborhood Parks in Bridgeport are
smaller than traditional Neighborhood Parks, but their contribution to levels of service
and amenities for residents are much greater than traditional Neighborhood Parks.
These medium-sized parks should still be located in the center of neighborhood areas.
These parks may also serve to preserve natural resources including creeks, streams,
slopes, greenbelts or floodplain areas. Neighborhood Parks should include a range
of both active and passive recreation opportunities. They should consist of amenities
for all user groups, but again, are not intended for only organized team sports due to
limited existing land available.

Classification Standards
A typical Neighborhood Park is approximately 5 to 10 acres, but can range up to 15
acres. Their sizes should be determined based on intended uses, function, surrounding
development, land attributes and available lands. The service area should be 0.50-mile
radius, and in some cases may be larger. The recommended service level is 1.00 acres of
Neighborhood Parks per 1,000 residents.
Site Selection
Neighborhood Parks should be integrated to maximize service areas and accessibility
while minimizing unnecessary overlap in service level coverage. Their service area
needs to consider the physical barriers such as major roadways. Adequate vehicular
access and parking should be provided.
Neighborhood Parks are best located central to several neighborhoods. While population
densities play a role in their position in the community, their location selection is often
justified upon spatial need based on a 0.50 mile service area. Neighborhood Parks
should not be located along heavily traveled streets, unless necessary. Accessibility by
way of trails and sidewalks or low-volume residential streets increases viability. The
park should have adequate soils for sustaining plantings. Generally, their sites should
be a gentle slope to increase usability and should properly drain to allow safe use. Street
access should be required on at least one side of the park. Placement near greenbelts
and trail corridors will help provide connectivity throughout the community. The site
may include preserved areas for passive recreation, but the site slopes and soils should
accommodate safe use for park facilities and allow proper drainage.

Design Considerations
• Additional resident input may be considered during design phases
• Some vehicular surface parking, in addition to on-street parking, may be needed
and should be based on the individual park design, users and programming
• Safe pedestrian access should be provided to the park and include safe internal
circulation
• Trail access should be provided when adjacent to trail corridors
• Parks may be located along a trail system and serve as trail access site
• Protection from the sun should be considered through shade structures or trees
• Facilities should have aesthetic landscape plantings and trees
• Park signage should include a monument park sign, necessary trail signs and
posted administrative requirements
Typical amenities provided for Neighborhood Parks
• Children’s playground with fall surface and equipment with shade structures
• Hard surface play areas or court games such as basketball, tennis and volleyball
• Limited sport field(s)
• Splash pads or swimming pools
• Small lawn for passive non-organized play such as toss
• Loop trails and trailhead connections to any adjacent city-wide trail system
• Pavilions or multi-purpose structures for family events or activities
• Passive recreation elements and site furnishing such as tables, picnic areas, benches,
trash receptacles, bike racks, walks and small shade structures
• Restrooms
• Monuments, memorials and educational signage
• Natural or preserved areas including ponds, unique terrain, floodplains, greenbelts,
gardens or other water features
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List of Neighborhood Parks
•

Harwood Park
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Community Parks

Community Parks are larger in size than Neighborhood Parks. Their focus is on
serving a broad population to meet the recreational needs for a large geographic
section of the community. Community Parks include a wide range of active and
passive recreation opportunities. They can help provide those recreational needs
not featured at Neighborhood Parks. These parks may also serve to preserve natural
resources including creeks, riparian areas, streams, slopes, greenbelts or floodplain
areas. Community Parks consist of amenities for all user groups and should include
facilities for organized team sports. Community Parks can also include an array of
special recreational amenities like sports complexes, a trail network, water-recreation,
fitness-focused equipment and educational facilities.
Classification Standards
The recommended size for Bridgeport’s Community Parks is 15 acres and greater.
Their sizes should be determined based on intended uses and populations being
served. The service area ranges between a 1.0-to-2.0-mile radius. Physical barriers
and new residential growth may determine future placement within each park
planning sub area. The recommended service level is 5.0 acres of Community Parks
per 1,000 residents.
Site Selection
Community Parks should be integrated to maximize service areas and accessibility
while minimizing unnecessary overlap in service level coverage. Site selections
should consider the physical barriers such as highways. Adequate vehicular access
and parking should be provided. The site may include preserve areas for passive
recreation, but the site’s slopes and soils should accommodate safe use for park
facilities and allow proper drainage. Community Parks should incorporate nature
features when possible and could be situated along greenbelts to include nature areas
and access to adjacent trail systems.

Design Considerations
• Additional community input may be considered during design phases
• Vehicular parking should be required based on the individual park’s programming
• Safe pedestrian access should be provided to the park and include safe internal
circulation
• Trail access should be provided when adjacent to trail corridors
• Parks may be located along a trail system and serve as trail access sites
• Protection from the sun should be considered through shade structures or trees
• Facilities should have aesthetic landscape plantings and trees
• Park signage should include a monument park sign, necessary trail signs and
posted administrative requirements
Typical amenities provided for Community Parks
• Children’s playground with fall surface and equipment with shade structures
• Hard surface play areas or court games such as basketball, tennis and volleyball
• Sport and practice fields for organized team sports
• Walking loop trails, access to trail systems and trailhead connections to any
adjacent city-wide trail system
• Splash pads or swimming pool
• Open lawn for passive non-organized play such as toss
• Passive recreation elements and site furnishing such as tables, benches, trash
receptacles, bike racks, walks and small shade structures
• Large and small pavilions or multi-purpose structures for family events or activities
• Restrooms
• Monuments, memorials and educational signage
• Support facilities such as maintenance buildings
• Natural or preserved areas including unique terrain, floodplains, greenbelts,
gardens or water features

List of Community Parks
•

Lawdwin Ballfields
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Regional Parks

Regional Parks are the largest park classification for Bridgeport’s park system. They
provide recreational amenities to the entire community and even serve as a destination
for surrounding communities. Often, Regional Parks help protect and showcase
valuable natural resources such as habitat preserves or bodies of water. Regional Parks
include a wide range of active and passive recreation opportunities. They can help
provide those recreational needs not featured at other local parks. These types of parks
can be an economic generator by attracting league play and sports tournaments from
several communities or even other parts of the state. Regional Parks have dynamic
programming offerings and are appropriate in size to host community and regional
events.
Classification Standards
While sizes can vary by national standards, Bridgeport’s Regional Parks can be greater
than 100 acres and can be much larger. Their sizes should be determined based on
intended uses, available lands, natural resources and other special programming
requirements. The service area is the entire community.
Working together Regional Parks, Special Use Parks and Linear Parks should have a
service level of 8.0 acres per 1,000 residents.
Site Selection
Regional Parks should be integrated to maximize service areas. Their specific locations
will likely be based on natural amenities and preserves. Many times, Regional Park
locations are solely based on available lands to accommodate such large sites. Site
selections should consider regional access and convenient wayfinding signage for
visitors. Also, highly visible locations support the greater economic impact that
Regional Parks can have.
As with other parks, adequate vehicular access and parking should be provided. The site
may include preserved areas for passive recreation, but the site’s slopes and soils should
accommodate safe use for park facilities and allow proper drainage. These parks should
incorporate natural features when possible and could be situated along greenbelts to
include nature areas and access to adjacent trail systems.

Design Considerations
• City-wide parks and recreational offices and maintenance facilities
• Additional community input may be considered during design phases
• Vehicular parking should be required based on the individual park’s programming
• Safe pedestrian access should be provided to the park and include safe internal
circulation
• Trail access should be provided when adjacent to trail corridors
• Parks may be located along a trail system and serve as trail access sites
• Protection from the sun should be considered through shade structures or trees
• Facilities should have aesthetic landscape plantings and trees
• Park signage should include monument park sign, necessary trail signs and posted
administrative requirements
Typical amenities provided for Regional Parks
• Destination children’s playgrounds with fall surface and equipment with shade
structure
• Hard surface play areas or court games such as basketball, tennis and volleyball
• Large sport complexes and practice fields for organized team sports
• Walking loop trails, access to trail systems and trailhead connections to any
adjacent city-wide trail system
• Lighted facilities
• Water sports such as kayaking or fishing
• Amphitheaters and educational facilities
• Splash pads or swimming pools
• Open lawn for passive non-organized play such as toss, recreational elements and
site furnishings such as tables, benches, trash receptacles, bike racks, walks and
small shade structures
• Small and large pavilions or multi-purpose structures for family events or activities
• Restrooms
• Support facilities such as maintenance buildings
• Gardens or water features
• Monuments, memorials and educational signage
• Natural or preserved areas including unique terrain, floodplains, greenbelts or
water features

List of Regional Parks
•
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Endeavor Bridgeport/ Northwest OHV Park
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06

Special Use Parks

Special Use Parks can cover a wide range of facilities and descriptions, but are most
likely oriented for a single purpose. These types of parks serve the community in many
ways including economic development, defining character and promoting community
pride. Special Use Parks generally fall into three categories:
•
•
•

Social/Cultural/Historic Sites - Plazas, squares, municipal sites or historic sites
Recreational Facilities - Senior center, golf course, nature center, community center
or aquatic facility
Outdoor Recreational Facilities - Stadium or sports complex for single type event

Classification Standards
Special Use Parks vary in size depending on programming, location and natural features.
As a destination point, their service area is the entire community and region. Working
together, Regional Parks, Special Use Parks and Linear Parks should have a service level
of 8.0 acres per 1,000 residents.
Site Selection
Due to the targeted program element of these parks, there are no specific site selection
criteria. However, the site should consider existing points of interest and available land.
Special Use Parks should be visible and fit into the community’s existing development
patterns. Their locations should serve as a hub to surrounding areas.
Design Considerations
• Additional community input could be considered during design phases
• Vehicular parking should be required based on the individual park’s programming
• Safe pedestrian access should be provided to the park and include safe internal
circulation
• Design for Special Use Parks should consider the community’s overall character
and impact for economic development
• Facilities should have aesthetic landscape plantings and trees
• Restrooms
• Monuments, memorials and educational signage
• Park signage should include monument park sign, necessary trail signs and posted
administrative requirements

List of Special Use Parks
•

None exist at this time

Linear Parks

Linear Parks, often called greenways or greenbelts, are lands set aside for preserving
natural features, man-made resources, unique landscapes, open space or visual
aesthetics. These areas can serve as trail corridors and passive recreational amenities.
and can be used to protect wildlife and natural processes or provide for floodways or
drainage. Maintenance is generally not a major factor, however, occasional maintenance
and safety checks are needed. These types of recreational areas have many important
functions, including connecting parks and points of interest within the City. Also, they
emphasize natural environments such as riparian areas while allowing for uninterrupted
pedestrian movements throughout the City.
Classification Standards
Standard sizes and service levels are not applicable because much of the existing land
is defined by existing natural features. Essentially, preserving the existing greenways or
greenbelts defines service level, with varying populations being served based on current
and future densities. Service areas include the entire City. Working together, Regional
Parks, Special Use Parks and Linear Parks should have a service level of 8.0 acres per
1,000 residents
Site Selection
Resource availability is the primary determinant for locations. Coordination with
future trail locations and neighborhood access will also be major factors. Integrating
these types of parks and spaces into the park system often requires coordination with
resource agencies such as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Future access may require
unique acquisitions or consideration of public/private partnerships.
Design Considerations
• Safe pedestrian access and use should be provided in association with any trails
• Park signage should include monument park sign, necessary trail signs and posted
administrative requirements
• A minimum width is important to the function in association with trails and
grading. As a universal rule, 50 feet should be the minimum width. Where a linear
park is on either side of a natural drainage course, a minimum of 12 feet should
be provided for foot traffic or motorized vehicles performing maintenance along
greenways

List of Linear Parks
•

Bridgeport Falls
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EXISTING PARK AND AMENITY INVENTORY
The following information documents current park facilities for Bridgeport. The City
currently offers 5 public recreation sites across all park category types. To identify
deficiencies based on the developed classifications and standards, this inventory
provides a baseline understanding for the parks as they currently exist.

Bridgeport Cumulative Parks and Recreation Sites

The consultant team conducted an amenities inventory for each existing recreation site.
The data was accumulated through site visits to each park, existing City data and aerial
interpretation. Information recorded in the field also included a quantitative inventory
for park facilities and general conditions. The field observations did not include detailed
building or mechanical inspections but rather noted general appearances and conditions
for each amenity. A park inventory matrix to document total counts is instrumental in
determining facility-based needs assessment.

8.3

Community Parks

1

13

Regional Parks

1

700

Special Use Parks

0

0

Linear Parks

1

1.5

Pu blicly-O wn ed Parks S u bt o t al

5

724.1

10

25
25

1

1

1

0

1

10

1
1

1

0

1

1

Note: Inventory is based upon site observations, GIS data, and existing City data
Note: Inventory only includes public parks
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8

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

1

0

1

1

2

3

1

1

1

Restrooms

7

Playground

1
2

Pavilion

1

Trash Receptacle

10
11.6

Bike Rack

1

8
0.5

2

1

0.5

Yes

BBQ Grills

2

12

Picnic Table

1

Bench (all types)

Drinking Fountain

Lake, Pond, or Creek

Splash Pad

Pool

Concession

Football Field

Basketball Court

Volleyball

724.1

1.3

1

Tennis Court

F a c ilit ies T o t a l

1

Neighborhood Parks

Soccer Field

700

Mini Parks

Softball Field

REG

Baseball Field

Endevor Bridgeport

Seating, Bleacher

Yes

Total Acres

Pu blicly-O wn ed Parks

Disc Golf

Yes

13

Skate Park

8.3

CP

Dog Park

NP

Lawdwin Ballfields

Veteran's Memorial

Harwood Park

Pay Station

Yes

Pump Track/Bike Trail

Yes

1.5

Off Road Vehicle Trails

1.3

LP

Mountain Bike Trails

MP

Bridgeport Falls

Paddling Trail (Miles)

Parking

Payne Park

Walking Trails (Miles)

Acreage

Classification

Bridgeport Parks and
Amenities Inventory

Number of
Parks/Sites

Park Category

3

0

12

10

2

10

2

5

5

5

19

2

0

28

1

1
1

2
2

3

7

Existing City Parks Map
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Payne Park
Address: 409 West Cates Street
Size: 1.3 Acres
Classification: Mini Park
Park Description:
This Park is on the west side of town and is a small narrow City-owned tract with a
few trees, is about 1.3 acres in size, and has a variety of recreational facilities. This
Park provides neighborhood services for the west side of town. Its location provides
good visibility for its users which results in a greater feeling of security. The covered
structures provide relief from the sun for its users.
Surrounding Land Uses:
This park is surrounded by single-family housing on the south and open space on the
north.
General Observations:
• The park features a skate park, playground, restroom building, site furnishings,
and open space.
• There are no walking trails within the park that provide connectivity to the various
park amenities or that provide opportunities to exercise.
• West Cates Street on the north is a major roadway and traffic speeds can be
excessive. There is little to no buffer space between the road and the park.
• The open space areas on the west and east ends of the park are under utilized and
could have the potential to provide additional park amenities.
• There are no paved or marked parking spaces which makes it difficult to visit this
park if you drive to it.
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Payne Park Existing Conditions Map
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Harwood Park
Address: 707 Hovey Street
Size: 8.3 Acres
Classification: Neighborhood Park
Park Description:
This Park in an attractive central city park near the downtown area (east of S.H. 114 on
both sides of Hovey Street). It adjoins the Chamber of Commerce and is about 8.3 acres
in size. It is traversed by the tree-lined Turkey Creek and is developed with various
recreational facilities.
Surrounding Land Uses:
This park is surrounded by commercial properties and open space on all sides.
General Observations:
• This is a great park that provides a variety of amenities for the residents of Bridgeport
and is one of the most beloved parks in the City. Residents of Bridgeport host
birthday parties and celebrations within the park, use the walking trails, and enjoy
the recreational activities that are provided.
• The park provides ample parking on all sides of the park.
• The walking trails and playground equipment is well maintained and get a lot of
use.
• The pavilion has structural foundation issues and is showing signs of age.
• There are multiple brands and types of site furnishings so there is little to no
continuity throughout the park.
• Turkey Creek runs through this park and has flooded the park during major storm
events.
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Harwood Park Existing Conditions Map
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Lawdwin Ballfields
Address: 1102 Lawdwin Avenue
Size: 13 Acres
Classification: Community Park
Surrounding Land Uses:
The park is surrounded by single-family homes on the west and south and is surrounded
by open space and commercial on the north and east.
General Observations:
• This park has a restroom/concession building, 3 ballfields, 1 soccer field, and a
gravel parking lot.
• Generally speaking, the property has a significant amount of grade change and is
not accessible to all.
• The 2 softball fields are not well maintained which leads to lower use of those 2
fields.
• Generally speaking, most of the amenities at this park are showing signs of age and
need to be replaced so that they are brought up to today’s standards.
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Lawdwin Ballfields Existing Conditions Map
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Endeavor Bridgeport/ Northwest OHV Park
Address: 279 George Mitchell Parkway
Size: 700 Acres
Classification: Regional Park
Surrounding Land Uses:
This park is surrounded by open space on all sides of the property.
General Observations:
• This is an extremely unique regional park that provides off-road vehicles trails,
mountain bike trails, challenge courses, overlooks, parking, and restrooms.
• This park not only serves the community but it also has a regional and state-wide
draw due to its unique nature.
• All parking in unpaved making it difficult to park a significant amount of vehicles
during large planned events.
• Quite a few amenities are not accessible.
• Emergency vehicles have to cross over an existing railroad track. Trains stop on the
railroad track quite often for an hour or longer which makes it difficult to access
the park in case of emergency.
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Endeavor Bridgeport Existing Conditions Map
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Bridgeport Falls
Address: FM2123
Size: 1.5 Acres
Classification: Linear Park
Surrounding Land Uses:
This park is located off of the West Fork of the Trinity River and has the Bridgeport
Country Club and Golf Course on the west side of the river and a treatment plant on
the east side of the river.
General Observations:
• This park provides a really unique recreational opportunity not only for the
residents of Bridgeport but also for the surrounding communities.
• The park is nestled among an existing trees canopy which provides great shade for
the park.
• The park needs to be renovated so that all amenities are accessible.
• The park would also benefit from site furnishings such as picnic stations, bbq
grills, benches and educational signage about the paddling trail.
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Bridgeport Falls Existing Conditions Map
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT
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PURPOSE
Bridgeport's Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Master Plan needs
assessment is an objective method to determine whether the park
system effectively meets the locally established standards. The
information being assessed is based upon existing conditions,
community input, community resources and growth trends. The
assessments are then matched with available lands and future amenities
to determine current and future needs. The desires and deficiencies
identified form the basis for recommendations. This needs assessment
relies also on public comments, staff knowledge and stated desires. The
needs assessment is part science and part art, having to balance data
with community desires. Park assessments rely heavily on national
standards, but those are only a portion of the overall calculations.
While many national standards appear difficult to apply, they are
only a guideline; thus, this planning effort finds them valuable as a
benchmark, but will use additional methods of assessment to aid in
determining the community’s needs.

RESOURCE-BASED

   
   
    
 
    
  

DEMAND-BASED

Assessment
Methodologies
Three Methods Approach

Assessment Methodologies

Bridgeport parks analysis has employed three methods for assessing
current and future park needs, demand-based, standards-based and
resource-based as shown on the adjacent Figure (Three Methods
Approach). These three approaches follow Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department’s Master Plan Guidelines approach. The results of the
three methods are not weighed equally. However, all three assessments
provide a broad range of planning information that will be blended
into the recommendations, with the most weight applied to the
demand-based information.


 
   
  
 
 
  
   
 
   

STANDARDS-BASED
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DEMAND-BASED ASSESSMENT
The demand-based approach is the reflection of a community’s needs. It essentially
relies on public input as determined through various community engagement channels.
In this case, community engagement included stakeholder interviews, the Parks and
Recreation Advisory Board and City Council input, a community survey, a community
event and a general public meeting. Summaries and conclusions are provided below.
The full online survey results are provided in this section of the master plan.

What’s Missing in your Park System?
While there were several suggestions about what is missing in the park system, the most
popular amenities that were noted include a splash pad and primitive/RV camping.
Other amenities include a pool upgrade, ballfields, a dog park, playground equipment,
shade shelters, basketball courts, picnic tables, indoor facilities, road bike trails, and
activities for toddlers.

Joint Work Session with Parks and
Recreation Advisory Board and
City Council - June 28, 2021

What existing Park needs the most improvements?
This exercise got participants to think about what can be achieved in the long run.
Both Payne Park and Lawdwin Ballfields ranked the highest in their need for park
improvements followed by Harwood Park and Bridgeport Falls. Endeavor Bridgeport
ranked last in its need for improvements.

The purpose of the joint City Council and Parks and Recreation Advisory Board was to
present a summary of the plan, the planning process, survey results, the schedule for the
plan and to conduct a visioning exercise with the Council and Board. It is important to
get the support of elected and appointed officials in the City for the plan to prevent any
surprises and make it truly the community’s plan. The preliminary survey provided an
idea of what the people of Bridgeport will want out of the park plan. Most importantly,
the visioning exercise was able to get a conversation going among the top decision
makers about what they want to see from this plan and what they currently think are
strengths and opportunities. Here is a summary of the questions and responses:
What's Your Vision?
The Board and Council members were asked to make a statement about what their
vision is for the park system in Bridgeport. A few of their responses are listed below:
• To facilitate a strong recreation system for Bridgeport by meeting the
diverse recreational needs of the community.
• To engage, invite, inspire, and entertain the youth of our community
and area.
• A system that provides quality recreation while enhancing the quality
of life for all citizens.
• A place where kids & adults of all ages have a safe, fun, interactive and
relaxing place to spend time with family and friends and a place they
would be proud to go to.
• Bridgeport parks and recreation enhances quality of life for both
citizens and those visiting our community.
• Growing for tomorrows needs without forgetting our small-town past.

Top 3 Amenities:
Attendees were given a list of parks, recreation, trails, and open space amenities and
were asked to decide what their top three amenities would be. Out of the 17 different
amenities provided, trails, indoor recreation, and outdoor active recreation took the top
three, with the top being the outdoor active recreation. Sports such as soccer, softball/
baseball, and basketball along with water activities such as a splash pad, swimming
pool, and water recreation were all supported as well.
Economic Impact:
Attendees were asked how they would like to see their City marketed by giving them
three different options: workforce and business attractors, property value and tourism
and visitor spending. The top category chosen was workforce and business attractors.
The attendees felt that parks could help attract and retain a work force, which in turn
could encourage businesses to locate in the area.
Funding the Next Steps:
Attendees participated in a funding exercise to see how they thought the parks budget
should be spent. They were given four categories to choose from: parks and open
spaces, public safety, infrastructure and other services, and 27.5% of the people chose
parks and open spaces. The parks and open spaces category included trails, recreation
centers, parks, water activities, disc golf and universal design. For infrastructure, 34.5%
chose water, wastewater and roadways, over the 25.5% who chose public safety. Lastly,
12.5% chose other services, which included libraries, animal shelter, City hall etc.
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Stakeholder Interviews - June 2-9, 2021

Public Outreach/Community Events

Stakeholder interviews with City staff are crucial. The input from those who will use
the parks most frequently is imperative for its success and implementation. Three days
of discussions were conducted with employees from various levels and departments.
Their contributions allowed City personnel to determine how the Stakeholders would
utilize the design.

During the Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Master Planning process, the City of
Bridgeport and the consultants conducted community events to help determine the
demand-based needs of the community. During the events, the results were compiled
to establish the top responses to help assist in the development of Bridgeport's Parks,
Recreation, and Open Space Master Plan.

Top Stakeholder Responses:
One of the first questions asked was, What makes a successful plan? Most responses
included wanting the City to create a plan that updates the existing parks and includes
the addition of new improvements. One interviewee stated that they wanted a document
that will guide the City and Parks and Recreation Department moving forward and will
include a cumulation of what the City and community wants.
Some of the Park Systems needs that were identified include a dog park, accommodations
for children and adults with special needs, improved restroom facilities, a sport
complex, activities that support older generations, an area for special events, and
new pavilions at Harwood Park and Endeavor Bridgeport. The strengths of the park
system include accommodating a diverse population, having a small town feel while
being close enough to the DFW metroplex to entice regional park usage, and having a
vast amount of parks for the current population. Some of the park system weaknesses
identified include aging/failing infrastructure, lack of paved/accessible parking, lack of
maintenance, and lack of a centralized sports complex that offers multiple sports. Some
of the park system opportunities identified include live music events, increasing trails at
Endeavor Bridgeport/ Northwest OHV could provide additional funding for the other
parks, adding smaller pavilions to host smaller family events, and adding a splash pad.

Community Event #1 - July 17, 2021
The first community event was on July 17, 2021 during Bridgeport's First Annual
Christmas in July JEEP Festival. The consultants had the opportunity to set up a
booth with activities similar to the first joint work session event. During the event, the
community survey was advertised through a QR code on flyers and could be scanned
with a cell phone linked directly to the survey. During this event, the consultants along
with the Parks and Recreation Department helped solicit as much feedback from
the community as possible and informed the residents and visitors about the Parks,
Recreation, and Open Space Master Plan and how they could participate.
Community Event #2: Chamber of Commerce Luncheon
and Townhall Presentation - January 20, 2022
The second community event was on January 20, 2022 during the Chamber of
Commerce Luncheon and at the Townhall Presentation that evening. The consultants
presented the results generated from the Needs Assessment process along with the
Park Master Plans that were created for Bridgeport Falls, Payne Park, Harwood Park,
and Endeavor Bridgeport. During this event, the consultants along with the Parks
and Recreation Department gathered final comments related to the master plans and
informed the residents and visitors about the upcoming Park, Recreation, and Open
Space plan adoption presentation to City Council.
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COMMUNITY SURVEY

Question 1:
Are you a resident of the City of Bridgeport? (for classification purposes only)

One community survey was conducted during the process of gathering input on the
Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Master Plan. The community survey was available
from June 28, 2021 - July 31, 2021 and released through a QR code on flyers and the City's
website. The QR code could be scanned with a cell phone and took users directly to the
survey. The consultant team along with the Parks and Recreation Department helped
distribute flyers to the community promoting the survey and increasing awareness about
the Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Master Plan and how community members
could participate in giving their vision.
The citywide public survey was posted on the City’s website, on social media and was
promoted by the Wise County Messenger Newspaper. The 22-question survey was
conducted to obtain a better understanding of the community’s thoughts on their
current parks, trails and facilities. The online survey, was open for a little over a month,
and gathered 251 responses.
The residents recognize parks as an important element to their quality of life. The surveys
allowed the consultants to determine the citizens desires and generate an understanding
of which recreational elements are desired and which areas are in more need. These
results played a key part in determining the recommendations for the master plan.

HELP SHAPE
THE FUTURE
OF YOUR
COMMUNITY
PARKS!

Question 2:
How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall quality of parks and
recreation in Bridgeport?

Hover your phone’s camera
over the QR code and share
your perspectives on how we
can improve the City of
Bridgeport Park’s system.
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Question 3:
How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the quality, appearance, and maintenance of the following parks and recreation elements in Bridgeport?
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Question 3 (Continued):
How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the quality, appearance, and maintenance of the following parks and recreation elements in Bridgeport?

Question 4:
Responses from Question 3 "Other"
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Main reason for dissatisfied with pool is because they keep closing due to the
pump but still don't ever fix it
The OHV park was fun but the map was hard to interpret. The trails need to
be marked better. The bathroom needs a sink.
No dog park
Probably has to due with restricted groups or COVID-19 fog over this past
year; but it would great to partner with the Jeep Clubs and City to develop
some sort of durable signage for the trail head(s) and ratings.
The markings of the trails. How hard I it to put a sign up of the name of the
trail? The map is very hard to read.
We need new soccer fields ASAP
I wish the off road trails has a better selection. It is fun and enjoy the way it is,
but it does not take very many trips before the fun kind of wears off
Endeavor Park trails need to be marked/labeled much clearer and level of
difficulty more accurately maintained.
Install water reclamation pipeline to north of town on turkey creek and let
fresh ester run through town and the park 24/7.
They need harder trails at the OHV park.
Our sports fields are unacceptable
Soccer fields are poorly marked, bleachers are too spaced out. Playgrounds
very hot to kids' skin, frequently has high grass and fire ant mounds.
OHV Park
Off road trails should be open more than just weekends!

Question 5:
In the past 12 months, which of the following City of Bridgeport facilities
have you visited? (check all that apply)

Question6:
In planning for the future of Endeavor Park, how important do you think it is
for the City to add the following amenities (Very important to not
important)
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Question 6 (Continued):
In planning for the future of Endeavor Park, how important do you think it is
for the City to add the following amenities (Very important to not
important)

Question 7:
Responses from Question 6 "Other"
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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More signs on hiking biking trails
Maybe think about turning one of quarries into a nice swimming hole.
Dog park, splash pads, water slide for pool
Dog recreation enclosure
Walking trails
Mark the trails better
Trail signage and digital, up to date map. Access to running water. More air stations
Better restroom and trail maintenance
Fishing around lake with the big bass
The OHV park could be great if they had harder trails and stopped bulldozing
them flat
To be more specific with tent camping, I believe it would add significantly to the
hiking trails if their were various spots throughout the park for primitive tent
camping sites as this is in high demand throughout the backpacking community.
Also, there is a pond at the back North West corner of the property that would be
great for non-motorized boating/fishing should the pond be stocked. The main
entrance needs to be repositioned of FM 1658 which would be a more scenic drive
and remove recreational traffic away from the industrial area when entering the
park. Also, there needs to be additional trails added to have a total of at least 25
miles of trails which would appeal to your basic to advanced backpackers. This
would bring in many from the backpacking community to not only enjoy the park,
but if trails are intertwined would appeal to the long hiking community as well.
Water park/ Splash Pad
Cleanliness

Question 8:
In planning for the future of Harwood Park and Payne Park, how important
do you think it is for the City to add the following amenities… (from Very
important to not important)
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Question 8 (Continued):
In planning for the future of Harwood Park and Payne Park, how important
do you think it is for the City to add the following amenities… (from Very
important to not important)

Question 9:
Responses from Question 8 "Other"
• Pest control aspects, restrooms, parking
• Trout fishing in the creek
• Create an additional skate park at Harwood Park.
• Pickleball is a big draw for the active elderly population. Most importantly,
it would be fantastic to see set up similar to YMCA for family and youth
activities. Also activities for families such as mini golf and splash pad. Our
families are spending money out of the town and community for activities, I'd
like to see folks staying in the community spending their money locally.
• There is no area in wise county that has a splash pad that we are aware of. We
would also love a community garden as we LOVE to garden and would be able
to plug into the community more and teach people about growing things.
• The splash park is the best idea!
• Please upgrade the skate park
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Question 10:
In planning for the future of Lawdwin Ballfields or a new Sports Complex,
how important do you think it is for the City to add the following amenities…
(from Very important to not important)
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Question 10 (Continued):
In planning for the future of Lawdwin Ballfields or a new Sports Complex,
how important do you think it is for the City to add the following amenities…
(from Very important to not important)

Question 11:
Responses from Question 10 "Other"

•
•
•
•

Restrooms
Finish fixing the lighting and work on drainage.
Wise county has a ton of football and soccer fields already.
Shade structures for sport fields

Question 12:
In planning for the future of Bridgeport Falls, how important do you think it
is for the City to add the following amenities… (from Very important to not
important)
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Question 12 (Continued):
In planning for the future of Bridgeport Falls, how important do you think it
is for the City to add the following amenities… (from Very important to not
important)

Question 13:
Responses from Question 12 "Other"
•
•

Keep up MOWING / lawn maintenance Better at all parks
Fun water activities and possibly rentals
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Question 14:
In thinking about the future, what would you consider to be the most important issue facing the parks and recreation department? Rank the top 3.

0

1

2

Average Ranking
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Question 15:
Check the box that best describes how strongly you agree or disagree with
the following statements (strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree,
no opinion)

Question 16:
How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with current outdoor recreation provided in the city of Bridgeport for people in the following age groups (Very
satisfied, satisfied, dissatisfied, very dissatisfied, no opinion)
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Question 16 (Continued):
How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with current outdoor recreation provided in the city of Bridgeport for people in the following age groups (Very
satisfied, satisfied, dissatisfied, very dissatisfied, no opinion)

Question 17:
The following questions are related to a trail system or linear parks used to
connect destinations, as opposed to looped trails within a park. Please check
the box that best describes how strongly you agree or disagree with the
following trail-related statements. (strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly
disagree, no opinion)
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Question 17 (Continued):
The following questions are related to a trail system or linear parks used to
connect destinations, as opposed to looped trails within a park. Please check
the box that best describes how strongly you agree or disagree with the
following trail-related statements. (strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly
disagree, no opinion)

Question 18:
Do you feel an indoor recreation facility is needed in Bridgeport?

Question 19:
Do you feel a sports complex is needed in Bridgeport?
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Question 20:
If you believe a sports complex is needed in Bridgeport, which sports do you
believe need to be added to the complex? (Check all that apply)

Question 21:
The city is establishing a series of priorities to direct future Parks and
Recreation Department actions. Rank the top 3 that you believe are most
important for Bridgeport to pursue?
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Average Ranking
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Question 22:
In order to develop the park and recreation improvements you have suggested herein, how strongly would you support each of the funding options listed
below? (4 strong- 1 low support, no opinion)
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STANDARDS-BASED ASSESSMENT
Examining 3 types of standards
The standards-based assessment uses established guidelines set by the National
Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) and is refined based on local facility standards.
A Level of Service (LOS) is described for park types and how they serve the community.
LOS figures represent a specific acreage of parkland, facility or number of parks needed
per given population or area.
The following three types of standards were examined:
1. Acreage Level of Service (ALOS) is based on NRPA park acreages and is applied
to Bridgeport’s identified park types. The results are expressed as park acreage per
1,000 residents. The ALOS is the standard. A Target Level of Service (TLOS) is defined
through refinement of the NRPA standards to better align with the community’s goals,
local challenges and trends. The TLOS is then used to determine park acreage needs
based on existing park acreage, current populations and future populations.
2. Spatial LOS assessment identifies LOS-based on spatial distributions. The standards
are based on service radius and are illustrated per park type within a specific distance.
The Spatial LOS helps to identify underserved areas.
3. Facility LOS assessment was conducted to identify general park facilities needs
based on refined local standards. This type of assessment projects the needed quantity
of a specific facility, i.e. baseball field, per an established local standard. In this case, the
2021 recommended Facility LOS was determined through a study of the current level
of service, NRPA recommendations and by examining similar levels of service for cities
throughout Texas.
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Peer Cities Adopted Standards
City

Recommended Standard
(Acres per 1,000 Persons)

Boerne (17,000)
6.25-10.5 (Current 21.62)
Buda (16,500)
16.00 (15.00-20.00 Open Space)
El Campo (12,000)
15.25
Kyle (43,500)
16.00 (25-32 pervious)
Lockhart (14,000)
6.25-10.5
Luling (5,500)
N/A
New Braunfels (85,000)
10.10
San Marcos (65,000)
11.00-20.00
Schertz (41,000)
13.15
Victoria (65,000)
13.01^^
Big Spring (30,000)
18.50
Cedar Hill (48,000)
17.50
Cedar Park (76,000)
15.00-19.00
Crandall (3,600)
11.25-16.25
DeSoto (54,000)
17.50
Forney (20,000)
6.25-12.00
Frisco (190,000)
13.00-19.00
Greenville (27,000)
16.50
Killeen (140,000)
17.75
Lewisville (107,000)
20.00
Longview (92,000)
15.50
Mansfield (68,000)
21.00
McKinney (182,000)
25.00
Midland (142,000)
11.25-20.50
Midlothian (25,000)
17.50
Rockwall (45,000)
15.00
Rowlett (63,000)
16.25^
Sugar Land (90,000)
11.00-20.00
Tyler (105,000)
15.00
Waxahachie (35,000)
20.00
Westworth V. (2,500)
11.25-20.25
Note: Estimated population shown in parentheses
^Approximate based on existing plan standards

Acreage Level of Service
A minimum of 10 acres per 1,000 residents has been used in planning for decades, but
has seen significant revisions based on local needs and recreation innovation. While
this basic standard has since been scientifically refined, it remains a nice checkpoint to
see if standard assessments are on course. According to the NRPA, for close-to-home
parks (Mini, Neighborhood and Community), Park acreage should be between 6.25
and 10.25 per 1,000 residents. When combined with other parks, NRPA recommends
between 11.25 and 20.50 total acres per 1,000 residents.
HOA Parks currently, and will in the future, serve to fulfill key recreation and parkland
components for Bridgeport as new residential developments are being constructed.
HOA parks are privately held or maintained parks in Bridgeport. These parks are
generally centrally located in new neighborhoods. HOA parks are designated to meet
the recreational needs for those living within the neighborhood the HOA is located.
Similar to Mini Parks, HOA parks should be very accessible. They can offer a range
of passive and active recreational amenities. In Bridgeport, these may also include
private amenity centers for HOAs because that serve the entire planned development.
In regards to Level of Service, this study will only focus on publicly-owned parks.
The table below, Bridgeport Cumulative Current Acreage Level of Service Assessment,
shows the current level of service for Bridgeport’s publicly-owned parks is approximately
112.01 acres per 1,000 persons which is on the extreme high-end when compared to

similar cities’ adopted standards. This skewed perspective is because of the large acreage
of Endeavor Bridgeport/ Northwest OHV Park. For this reason, we should focus on the
close-to-home parks category. The table below shows the current level of service for
Bridgeport’s close-to-home parks is approximately 3.50 acres per 1,000 persons which
is on the lower-end when compared to similar cities’ adopted standards.
Based on input during the planning process and client-lead park assessments, it
is recommended that the close-to-home parks ALOS be increased to 5.00 acres per
1,000 persons (0.25 acres for Mini Parks, 1.0 acres for neighborhood and 3.75 acres for
community). While this is lower than the NRPA range for close-to-home parks, this
adjusted standard is a realistic approach for Bridgeport.
When compared to similar cities across Texas, Bridgeport’s recommended publiclyowned TLOS (110.52 acres/1,000) is above-average, but will still provide high park
expectation and are appropriate based on current LOS. Again, when combined with
other publicly-owned park types (regional, special use and linear) an additional 9.25
acres per 1,000 residents is recommended with a majority of this acreage focused on
the existing Regional Parks (Endeavor Bridgeport/ Northwest OHV Park). The overall
publicly-owned park service level for Bridgeport is recommended at 115.52 acres
per 1,000 persons. The existing other park category acreages are precisely to national
rankings and state LOS adopted standards.

Bridgeport Cumulative Current Acreage Level of Service Assessment
Park Category

Cl o s e - t o - H o m e Pa r k s
Mini Park
Neighborhood Park
Community Park
Cl o s e - t o - H o m e Su b t o t a l
O the r Pa r k s
Regional Park
Special Use Park
Linear Park
O t he r P a r k s Su b t o t a l
P u b l i cl y - O wne d P a r k s To t a l

2021 Bridgeport
Current Standards
Existing Park Acres
(Acres per 1,000
Persons)*(CLOS)

2021 Bridgeport
Recommended
Standards (Acres per
1,000 Persons)(TLOS)

TLOS Park Acres Current Acres Needed
Needed for
to Meet 2021 Bridgeport
Existing
Recommended
Population*
Standards*

1.30 acres
8.30 acres
13 acres
2 2 .6 0 a cr e s

.21 acres
1.28 acres
2.01 acres
3 .5 0 a cr e s

0.25 acres
1.00 acres
3.75 acres
5 .0 0 a cr e s

1.62 acres
6.465 acres
24.24 acres
3 2 .3 2 a cr e s

0.32 acres
- 1.84 acres
11.24 acres
9 .7 2 a cr e s

700 acres
0 acres
1.50 acres
7 0 1 .5 0 a cr e s
7 2 4 .1 0 a cr e s

108.28 acres
0 acres
.23 acres
1 0 8 .5 1 a cr e s
1 1 2 .0 1 a cr e s *

Varies
Varies
Varies
1 0 8 .5 1 a cr e s
1 1 3 .5 1 a cr e s

Varies
Varies
Varies
7 0 1 .5 1 a cr e s
7 3 3 .8 3 a cr e s

varies
varies
varies
0 .0 1 a cr e s
9 .7 3 a cr e s

*Estimated 2020 population of 6,465 persons
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As the Bridgeport Cumulative Current Acreage Level of Service Assessment table
shows (previous page), to meet the current park acreage needs, focus should be placed
on close-to-home park types. In all publicly-owned park categories, for the current
population of 6,465, the current gap for publicly-owned parks is about 9.73 acres short
of meeting the newly established standard.
Based on the recommended TLOS, the Bridgeport Cumulative Future Acquisition
Assessment table takes Bridgeport’s 2020 established TLOS a step further to identify
park acreages needed for five- and ten-year population projections. The current and
future populations are based on the baseline analysis growth projections. The Current
Levels of Service (CLOS) for publicly-owned close-to-home parks area is 3.50 acres
per 1,000 residents, well below the recommend 5.00 acres. The publicly-owned other
parks categories are currently providing service at state and national expectations. In
total, Bridgeport’s publicly-owned CLOS of 112.01 acres, is short, but attainable, of the
recommended publicly-owned TLOS of 113.51 acres.
The Bridgeport Cumulative Future Acquisition Assessment table examines Current
Level of Service (CLOS) and TLOS for publicly-owned close-to-home park categories
to determine land acquisition needs.
For the year 2025, the five-year projection, publicly-owned close-to-home parks need a
total of 39.66 acres. This results in a parkland acquisition need of 17.03 acres.
For the year 2030, the 10-year projection, publicly-owned close-to-home parks need a
total of 43.00 acres. This results in a parkland acquisition need of 20.40 acres.

Bridgeport Cumulative Future Acquisition Assessment

Park Category

2021 Bridgeport
TLOS Park Acres
Recommended
Needed for 2025
Existing Park Acres
Standards (Acres per
Population**
1,000 Persons)(TLOS)

Publicly-Owne d Par k s
Mini Park
1.30 acres
Neighborhood Park
8.30 acres
Community Park
13 acres
Publicly-Owne d Par k s Subt o t al
22.60 acr e s
***Based on 2025 estimated population of 7,919
****Based on 2030 estimated population of 8,601

0.25 acres
1.00 acres
3.75 acres
5.00 acr e s

1.97 acres
7.97 acres
29.69 acres
39.66 acr e s
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Acre Acquisition
Needed to Meet
2025 Population***

.67 acres
-0.33 acres
16.69 acres
17.03 acr e s

Acre Acquisition
TLOS Park Acres
Needed to Meet
Needed for 2030
2030
Population****
Population****
2.15 acres
8.60 acres
32.25 acres
43.00 acr e s

.85 acres
.30 acres
19.25 acres
20.40 acr e s
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Spatial Level of Service
A spatial LOS analysis was conducted to determine the number of future parks
needed per park type and their possible locations. A spatial analysis is very general
in nature and examines parks needs spatially for 100% future coverage. The goal is to
minimize service area overlap while maximizing service coverage. Spatial LOS has been
conducted for mini, neighborhood and community park types. Service areas include a
0.25-, 0.5- and 1.0-mile radius, respectively. The noted service area gaps are applied to
existing residential areas only. The coverage analysis does not illustrate recommended
park locations, rather it is a planning resource prepared in conjunction with Acreage
LOS to determine the number of future parks needed. Identification of service level
gaps for spatial distributions does not necessary recommend building new parks before
reinvesting within existing parks.
Results for park spatial coverage identified spatial service gaps throughout the City.
Future park applications should be focused in existing neighborhoods and particularly
with newly construction neighborhoods. When planning for new park sites,
consideration should be given to the accessibility to the planned park. Some existing
residential areas are likely to remain without full park service coverage due to buildout.
Results for neighborhood park spatial coverage identified a spatial service gap primarily
in the southern and eastern section of the City. One to two additional Neighborhood
Parks would serve the City well, but again, access to regional and Community Parks
should be considered when locating future neighborhood park sites.
Bridgeport’s community park’s service coverage is centrally located. The existing
Community Park is used by the entire community. As the population grows, and as
new residential areas are constructed along the east side of town, future consideration
should be given to a larger park type outside of current service areas. This will likely be
located east or southwest of town.
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Spatial Level of Service Map
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RESOURCE-BASED ASSESSMENT
The resource-based assessment is the third analysis for the needs assessment. This
exercise recognizes key physical, man-made or natural resources within the community.
For each man-made or natural resource, opportunities related to each resource are
evaluated and analyzed to determine how the feature can play a role in the park system.

Turkey Creek and the West
Fork of the Trinity River

Bridgeport has miles of river frontage along the West Fork of the Trinity River. One
dam located at Bridgeport Falls helps to create the entry point to the Bridgeport Falls
Paddling Trail. Please see map on this page. According to TPWD, “the paddling trail is
a pleasant 5.8 mile looped paddling trail under a lush canopy of native trees and other
vegetation. You will paddle along the river's sandy banks with occassional sandstone
outcroppings.”
The creek and river are used by visitors for fishing, small water craft, and wildlife
viewing. The creek and river are a tremendous natural resource and future park and
recreation efforts should take advantage of their setting. Future improvements and
access to the water should coordinate with Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, the
City of Bridgeport, the Tarrant Regional Water District, Wise County, and the West
Fork Trinity Friends.

Floodplains

The city limits and ETJ contain large amounts of floodplains and greenbelt areas. Many
of the areas have significant natural features including tree coverage, creeks, ponds and
natural drainage ways. Land designated as floodplain is typically difficult to develop
with increased development costs and environmental concerns regarding preservation
and protection of wetlands and other protected bodies of water. The floodplain and
greenbelts are home for natural processes such as flood protection, wildlife habitat and
water quality filtration. Future efforts should respect the floodplains and greenbelts to
recognize their unique opportunities for recreation.
Bridgeport should take advantage of existing floodplains and greenbelts. Greenbelts
offer a great opportunity to frame future development patterns and future land uses
should create an amenity edge adjacent to the floodplains and trees. These amenities
can serve as buffers for residential neighborhoods and as backdrops to commercial and
restaurant uses. For recreational purposes, the greenbelts should serve as major trail
corridors. Future trail routing should take full advantage of the greenbelts for multipurpose trails that connect parks, neighborhoods and points of interest throughout the
community.

Bridgeport Falls Paddling Trail
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Natural Resources Map
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ECONOMIC CONTEXT AND IMPACT OF
PARKS AND PARK FACILITIES
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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF BRIDGEPORT'S PARK SYSTEM
In addition to improving a community’s quality of life, parks and open spaces have important economic benefits for a community. Following are six views on how parks impact a
community’s economic well-being. They connect the dots between the availability of parks/open space and local prosperity.
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Business and Workforce
Attraction/ Retention

found that local parks generated $55 billion in salaries and wages, which resulted in
$154 billion in total economic activity. With ripple effects they supported around 1.1
million jobs nationally.

Businesses want to locate where they can find or attract a skilled workforce, and a key
part of workforce attraction is the quality of life of an area. Small cities in particular are
often at a tipping point between growth and decline. A strong park system is an amenity
that matters to workers and their families. It contributes to retaining local businesses,
and can be important in attracting new businesses to the community.

Bridgeport employs around 13 park related staff in park maintenance, facility
maintenance, and Endeavor Bridgeport operations and maintenance. The earnings of
these staff, along with the economic ripples they generate, inject around $600,000 into
the local economy.

The National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) and George Mason University’s
Center for Regional Analysis explored the role that quality park amenities play in 21st
century regional economic development (Promoting Parks and Recreation’s Role in
Economic Development, 2018). They found that high-quality parks, trails, open space
and recreation can play a pivotal role in attracting and retaining quality business
investments. They create “a virtuous cycle: high quality-of-life locations attract workers,
which attract employers, which in turn attract even more investments and jobs.”
Quality of life factors are generally not the overriding factor for business attraction and
retention, but they can be a key difference maker. The importance of park amenities
varies by industry and are particularly important for research and development, creative
and entrepreneurial businesses. The report asserts that the relationship between park
amenities and business attraction/retention is more important for “rural communities
that lack large markets, talent pools, or well-developed identities.”

Visitor Spending
When we think about visitor spending, we may think about the visitors to larger parks
and recreational areas, such as state and national parks. Endeavor Bridgeport, with its
OHV Park, attracts visitors to the Bridgeport area in this way. Its economic impact is
estimated in this chapter. But smaller local parks attract visitor spending as well. When
people come to town for a picnic, a hike, a soccer or softball game or another park system
event, they will likely fill up their gas tank at a local service station, pick up groceries or
other household necessities and/or grab food at a local restaurant. Bridgeport residents
themselves contribute to “visitor” spending when local parks provide residents a reason
to stay in town for activities rather than go elsewhere, because during that time their
miscellaneous spending stays in the local community.

Direct Employment

Health and Wellness
We know that people are more likely to establish and maintain healthy and active
lifestyles when opportunities for activity are readily available. A park system that offers
opportunities to walk, run, ride a bicycle and play sports does just that. Improved health
has a positive economic impact in several ways. When household medical expenses
are reduced, household resources are effectively increased and resources are available
for other needs and pleasures. Economic productivity increases as well, because when
workers are healthier they are absent less frequently due to sickness and injury.
A 2009 study by Trust for Public Land (TPL) of Sacramento, California found that
those who utilize local parks for regular exercise saved a total of $19 billion annually in
medical costs. Scaled to Bridgeport’s size, that means regular park users in Bridgeport
may be saving a combined $373,000 in annual medical costs.

Property Values
People like living close to parks and open space, and that’s reflected in higher home
values and sale prices for properties near such amenities. Property value appreciation
due to proximity to parks and open space can have important public benefits. When
properties are expected to hold their value that encourages property maintenance,
upkeep and renovation. Improved property values mean higher property tax revenues
for local government.
The above referenced TPL study analyzed the impact on property values for properties
in Washington, D.C., within 500 feet of a local park. It found that proximity to safe
and inviting parks increased property values by 5% to 15%, yielding a corresponding
increase in property tax revenues.

Parks and open space generate economic activity in local communities through
spending on maintenance, operations and capital projects. For example, local parks
staff employed to perform landscaping and groundskeeping work earn wages that may
be largely spent at local businesses. And those businesses pay wages to their staff, etc.
A 2015 study by the NRPA focused on the economic impact of local park budgets. It
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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF PROSPECTIVE SPORTS
FACILITIES IN BRIDGEPORT
Improving youth sports facilities can have an impact on the local economy. According
to New York University’s Tisch Center for Hospitality, Tourism and Sport, youth sports
tourism is the fastest-growing segment in travel. Players and their families drive
to other cities for game and tournament events, and while they are there, they may
purchase food, gas, memorabilia and other goods and services.

Three primary modes of research and analysis were utilized for this study:

Investing in local sports facilities can bring an economic return. But a positive economic
return is not a given. The number of spectators that come to a game or tournament,
the length of time they stay, and the likelihood that they stay overnight is dependent
on what other attractions the city offers, the quality of the options for sideline food or
going out after the game, the hotel facilities that are available, and how far players and
visitors have traveled to come to the event.

2. Research interviews. Structured conversations with facility managers, organizational
representatives, and tournament directors yielded a wealth of information relative to
facility demand, pricing, staffing, desirable features, and other things.

Economic analysis can illuminate important considerations relative to the sports
complex, such as the following:
•
•
•
•

1. Locational and competitive context analysis. For ball sports and soccer, nearby
sports facilities were identified, researched, rated for quality, and mapped to understand
the competitive context of a new sports facility in Bridgeport.

3. Economic impact analysis. With the use of an economic impact model for Wise
County, and utilizing a set of initial assumptions, the economic impact of tournament
events on Bridgeport’s economy was estimated.

Competitive context. Where are the other high-quality sports complexes
near Bridgeport?
Facility demand. Is there a demand for addition sports facility capacity in
the region?
Revenues. What are the revenues that high quality sports complexes receive?
Economic impact. What local economic benefit would be experienced as a
result of hosting sports events at a prospective sports complex?

Different sports reside in different organizational, physical, and economic landscapes.
Ball sports have an entirely different competitive context than soccer does because
ballfield facilities and soccer facilities in surrounding communities are in different
locations and have different levels of quality. Likewise, the organizational context, the
demand environment, the revenue potential, and the economic impact is different for
soccer than for ball sports. There are also important distinctions within ball sports.
While youth baseball, youth fast-pitch softball and adult slow-pitch softball can to some
degree share fields, there are also important distinctions in their organizational and
economic contexts.
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LOCATIONAL ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON FACILITIES
Baseball and Softball
Bridgeport is located to the northwest of the Dallas Fort Worth metropolitan area.
Some nearby communities have baseball facilities, as follows.
•

Paradise. Around seven miles from Bridgeport, Paradise has a set of three
ballfields, two of which are lighted. Per a local official, they are not maintained at
a high standard, and they do not host tournaments.

•

Decatur. Around 11 miles from Bridgeport, Decatur has three parks with ballfields,
each of which have two ballfields, all of which are lit. A lot of Little League baseball
is played in Decatur, and the ballfields are heavily utilized. They do not host
tournaments. They have a long-range plan to build a new sports complex with
four baseball fields at some point in the future, and they are working on building a
collaboration and identifying the resources to build it.

•

Boyd. The City of Boyd has four ballfields at James Snodgrass Park. Two of the
fields are lighted. None have a full-sized outfield.

•

Jacksboro. Jacksboro is a 29-mile drive west of Bridgeport. It has a high-quality
sports complex that was built four years ago, with four ball fields, one 250 feet to
the foul line fence, and the other three just 175 feet to the fence. They schedule
three youth tournaments a year at the facility.

baseball complex in Bridgeport with at least four baseball diamonds would be the most
attractive facility among these nearby communities—assuming field sizes were sized up
to 200 feet and 300 feet to the outfield fences.
Given an estimated Wise County population of around 74,000 people, attracting
tournaments to a new Bridgeport ballpark complex would require pulling in teams
from beyond Wise County—i.e. teams that are based in suburban Dallas Fort Worth.
For that reason, the higher quality ballfield complexes north and west of Fort Worth are
also part of the competitive context of a Bridgeport ballfield complex.
We identified three high quality ball field complexes north and west of Fort Worth that
are within 50 miles of Bridgeport.
•

Denton. The North Lakes Sports Complex is located about 37 miles from
Bridgeport in Denton. It offers six lighted ballfields in a single complex, geared
toward softball. They host up to 15 softball tournaments per year, involving up to
45 softball teams.

•

Keller. The Keller Sports Park in Keller is about 41 miles from Bridgeport. It offers
11 lighted high quality ballfields total, supporting both baseball and softball games.

•

Lewisville. The Lewisville Lake Park Baseball Complex is around 50 miles from
Bridgeport in Lewisville. It offers 10 lighted ballfields. Their fields are in use for
practice or ball games 44 weeks out of the year. They host five tournaments per
year, involving 20 to 30 teams.

These four communities represent the entire nearby ballfield context for Bridgeport.
Other ballfield complexes are 36 miles or more distant from Bridgeport to the east
and south, in the suburban cities north and west of Fort Worth. A new high quality
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Baseball and Softball Competitive Context Comparison

Soccer

Name

Location

Fields

Miles from
Lawdwin
Ballfields

Quality

Paradise ISD Baseball /
Softball Fields

Paradise

3

7.1

Good

There are 10 soccer fields and/or facilities located within approximately 50 miles of
Bridgeport. Three of those facilities are located in the neighboring communities of
Decatur and Paradise, which represents the nearby soccer field context for Bridgeport.
These facilities are described below.

Kenny Renshaw Park

Decatur

2

10.7

Good

•

Paradise. Paradise has a set of four to five soccer fields that range in size. Some of
the fields offer a small area of stadium seats for spectators.

Harmon Park

Decatur

2

11.2

Highest

•

Hollis and Sue Jones Parks

Decatur

2

12

Good

Decatur. Approximately 12 miles from Bridgeport, Decatur has two locations with
soccer facilities: one full-sized field located at Hollis and Sue Jones Park that has
lights, and 4 fields (1 full-sized) at Kenny Renshaw Park.

Boyd

4

17.2

Good

Jacksboro

4

28.8

Highest

North Lakes Sports
Complex

Denton

6

36.6

Highest

Denia Park Softball Fields

Denton

4

38

Highest

Weatherford

3

39.3

Highest

Sanger

3

40.8

Highest

Keller

11

41

Highest

Independence Park West

Trophy Club

4

42

Highest

Independence Park East

Trophy Club

3

42

Highest

White Settlement

7

47

Highest

Little Elm

2

49.5

Highest

Lewisville

10

50

Highest

James Snodgrass Park
Jacksboro Sports Complex

Holland Lake Softball
Fields
John Porter Sports
Complex
KYA / Keller Sports
Complex

Central Park
Bill Carrico Athletic
Complex
Bob Wiseman / Lewisville
Lake Park Complex

The remainder of soccer fields and/or facilities are 36 miles or more distant from
Bridgeport to the east and south, and closer to Fort Worth and Dallas. The following
three soccer complexes have been identified as high-quality examples.
•

Denton. The Denton Soccer Complex is located about 37 miles from Bridgeport.
It offers approximately 12 lighted fields ranging in size that could presumably be
reconfigured for size.

•

Keller. The Keller Sports Park in Keller is about 41 miles from Bridgeport. It offers
at least 10 high quality lighted fields, and presumably more if smaller field sizes are
used.

•

Lewisville. The Bob Wiseman Soccer Complex in Lewisville is around 50 miles
from Bridgeport and offers 8 lighted fields. The complex is one of the home
fields for the Greater Lewisville Area Soccer Association (GLASA) and hosts 3-4
tournaments per year.

*Quality rating based on field condition and the presence of lighting and spectator
amenities.
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Soccer Competitive Context Comparison
Location

Fields

Miles from
Lawdwin
Ballfields

Hollis and Sue Jones Parks

Decatur

1

12

Good

Kenny Renshaw Park

Decatur

3

10.7

Good

PYRA Soccer Fields

Paradise

4

7.1

Good

Roanoke Soccer Complex

Roanoke

4

42.1

Highest

Dento¬n

4

37.3

Good

Keller

5

41

Highest

Flower Mound

5

49.1

Highest

North Park Soccer Fields

Fort Worth

6

42.7

Good

Bob Wiseman Complex

Lewisville

8

50

Highest

Denton

12

36.6

Highest

Name

G. Roland Vela Soccer
Complex
KYA / Keller Sports
Complex
Chinn Chapel Soccer
Complex

North Lakes Sports
Complex

Quality

*Quality rating based on field condition and the presence of lighting and spectator amenities.

RESEARCH INTERVIEWS
Baseball and Softball
The market context for a prospective baseball and/or softball complex for Bridgeport
was explored further through a series of research interviews. The following individuals
spoke with us in a phone call or responded to written questions.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heath Taylor, Park Superintendent, Decatur TX
Will Mangum, Activity Director, Jacksboro TX
Vic Falvey, Baseball State Director for West Texas, USSSA
Frank Griffin, Baseball State Director for Texas, USSSA
Greg Fletcher, Maintenance and Operations Director, Paradise ISD
Ramiro Espinosa, Athletic Supervisor, Lewisville
Jason Barrow, Athletics Supervisor, City of Denton (North Lakes Sports Complex)
Erick Maciasty, President, Bridgeport Youth Association

Local Baseball Context
Local youth baseball and softball are organized by the Bridgeport Youth Association
(BYA), with competition against teams from neighboring small cities. The umbrella
organizing body is the Wise County Baseball Association. Around 100 boys from ages 5 to
14 participate in baseball. The high school has a varsity and JV baseball team for boys who
are older than 14. The BYA baseball season is in the Spring from March 1 until the end of
May. Practices are twice a week after school, and games are once or twice a week, either in
Bridgeport or in one of the other cities. Playoffs are usually at the Jacksboro fields because
of their quality. The U14 age group is the only one that needs the largest of the four fields.
Some boys join select teams with boys from the other neighboring cities and then often
stop playing on the local BYA team. The select teams play a Spring Season and a Fall
season. The select teams are organized under the USSSA structure and participate in the
USSSA tournaments.
Around 30 girls from Bridgeport participate in fastpitch softball, which is also organized
locally through BYA. Practice and game schedules are similar, as are the nearby cities who
participate. Select teams are also available for girl’s fast pitch, with seasons in the Spring
and Fall. Games are on the weekend. The select teams are organized under the USSSA
structure and participate in the USSSA tournaments.
BYA boy’s baseball enrollment has been steady or slightly reduced over the last few years.
Enrollment in girl’s fast pitch has declined over the last few years.
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Demand for Tournament Space

Baseball and Softball Sports Complex Design

USSSA tournament directors said that a high-quality baseball complex of at least four
baseball diamonds would be able to attract some tournaments over the course of the
year. That number is highly dependent on several factors. One of the most important
is the effectiveness of the local tournament organizer. A local tournament organizer
needs to invest time into building a network of contacts, marketing the facility, creating
or collaborating on event concepts, and generating interest in participation.

A four to five field complex is sufficient to attract some tournaments. With a four-field
complex you can host tournaments with up to 32 teams. (Eight teams can be on the
four fields at any given time.)

Griffin suggested that the strategy for attracting and promoting tournaments may need
to be individualized for baseball, fastpitch softball and slow-pitch softball, because
they have different networks and different tournament expectations. So, it may take a
different tournament organizer for each of these sports to maximize the scheduling of
the facility.
If Bridgeport were to construct a ballpark facility that was suitable for tournaments,
USSSA personnel extended their willingness to work with the local tournament
organizer to try to schedule tournaments in Bridgeport. They also advised the City to
be realistic about the number of events that it might be possible to attract. There would
not be a demand for events every weekend for example. Ten to fifteen tournament
events in a year might be at the high end of what could be expected, with assertive
efforts.

Financial Considerations
USSSA officials advised that tournament revenues are not likely to be sufficient to
cover the operating expenses for the sports complex, although they would offset some
of its operating costs. They noted that if there’s a clear controlled gateway into the
whole complex, the $200 field reservation fees could be augmented with spectator fees.
Concession sales can bring in additional revenues.
Information was gathered for some of the comparison facilities, as captured in the
information below. This establishes some expectations for key tournament parameters
that would impact the operational budget of a ballfield complex, as well as its economic
impact.
•

Field use fee for tournament days. $200 per field per day seems to be a standard
fee.

•

Spectator numbers. Lewisville Lake Park Sports complex estimated around 2.5
spectators per participant. North Lakes Sports Complex estimated around 8
spectators per participant. The great majority of tournament players and spectators
in Bridgeport would be from outside of Bridgeport, and most likely from outside
Wise County as well.

To support baseball and softball at multiple age levels, the fields can be built with
adjustable outfield fencing, portable pitcher’s mounds, and base plugs that allow bases
to be placed at different distances appropriate to the age of the players. Field conditions
are a primary differentiator of high-quality vs lower quality fields. There are pros and
cons between fields of grass vs artificial turf, but if maintained in good condition high
quality fields can utilize either grass or turf.
The quality of the bathroom facilities and concessions area, and shading for dugouts
and stands are other differentiating features that are appreciated by players and fans.

Soccer
The market context for a prospective soccer complex for Bridgeport was explored
further through a series of research interviews. The following individuals spoke with
us in a phone call or responded to written questions.
•
•
•
•
•

Kevin Kallahan, President and Owner, Texas Chaos Soccer Club (Roanoke)
Rob Martela, Director of Operations, North Texas Soccer
Matt Tibbitts, Greater Northwest Soccer Association
Doug Reske, President, Keller Soccer Association
Biviano Martinez, soccer player parent

Local Soccer Context
Bridgeport is in the North Texas Soccer Association, which is one of two regional US
Club Associations in the state of Texas, the other being South Texas. Within North Texas
Soccer, there are youth (both recreational and competitive), adult, and club associations.
There are 94 youth associations, and some examples of those include Greater Lewisville
Area, Fort Worth Youth Soccer (representing the largest number of players), and Greater
Northwest Soccer (serving the communities of Haslet, Justin, Roanoke, and Trophy
Club). Bridgeport does not appear to belong to one of these associations.
Teams in the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex area typically play league games on the
home turf of individual clubs or communities. Clubs have recently started building
their own fields. For tournaments, some of the complexes that were mentioned include
the MoneyGram Soccer Park and Toyota Soccer Center, and generally north of Dallas
in the cities of Plano, Allen, Frisco, McKinney, and Arlington. Higher skill level soccer
is played in the Frisco and Plano area. Practice fields, especially as you move west and
north of Dallas and Fort Worth, are in demand.
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Demand for Tournament Space
All interviewees mentioned that they are seeing an increased demand for soccer, and one of
them specifically mentioned that the demand is moving north and west of Dallas and Fort
Worth. The consensus was that Bridgeport has the potential to attract a local tournaments,
but that in order to run a successful tournament and attract teams, it is essential that it be
organized and run by a professional tournament organizer or company. The tournament
organizer would also be the primary recipient of tournament entry fees, as opposed to the
venue. Bridgeport would be advised to provided at least six fields in order to attract local
tournaments, and it may need to be targeted in the age groups that it hosts. For example,
if Bridgeport wanted to attract a tournament for the full span of youth age groups from
U6 to U19, three field sizes would generally be required—U6 to U8 sized fields, U9 to U12
sized fields, and full-sized fields. (Note that a full-sized field can be split to provide two
U6 to U8 fields.) If the focus was on hosting adult recreational tournaments, those teams
would utilize full size fields.
Other considerations:
•

Youth soccer seasons occur in both Fall and Spring. Tournaments for recreational
leagues tend to be scheduled from December through February and June through
August.

•

Larger tournaments are often hosted across multiple (3-5) soccer complexes in
close proximity to one another, with an anchor complex and others to support.
An anchor soccer complex in Bridgeport could support larger tournaments if it
utilized other fields in Bridgeport, or even in nearby communities.

•

A Fort Worth-based club is currently evaluating the potential of building a new
soccer complex. That speaks to growing demand for soccer facilities.

Financial Considerations
Approximately $1 billion is spent on soccer in northwest Texas annually, and it is
generally expected to continue to increase as more families choose to have their
children play soccer compared to some of the traditionally popular sports like baseball
and football.
Information was gathered from interviews and readily available tournament cost
information, as captured in the information below. This establishes some expectations
for key tournament parameters that would impact the operational budget of a soccer
complex, as well as its economic impact.

•

Number of fields. There is no right number of soccer fields for a soccer
facility. Each field can support 8 game slots per day—with the caveat that
full sized fields can host two games for younger players if split into two fields.
When designing the facility, consider that there are more players in the
younger age groups (U7-U12) than for older age groups.

•

Financial support. The U.S. Soccer Foundation periodically offers grants
to qualifying municipalities and entities that can help with the cost of
constructing soccer facilities. More information can be found on the U.S.
Soccer Foundation website here: https://ussoccerfoundation.org/grants/

Soccer Sports Complex Design
During the research interviews, the question that continued to come up was, “what is
your goal for the soccer facility, and who are your trying to attract?” Specifically, what
age groups and skill levels do you want to build the soccer facility for? Answers to these
questions can inform important aspects of facility design and complementary amenities.
Field Size. A high-quality soccer complex will offer a range of field sizes, and the
field mix can respond over time to changing needs. If demand for field space or
particular field sizes changes in the future, larger fields could be transitioned into
multiple smaller fields or vice versa. Additionally, we heard in one of the interviews
that there is demand for futsal fields.
Lights. Out of all the potential features that can be built into a soccer facility,
lighting is one of the most important. Field lighting will increase the game count
and provide the option to reschedule in the evening when games needs to pause or
shut down during the day due to heat.
Restrooms. Permanent restroom facilities are not necessarily required. However,
they may be expected for some age and skill levels or types of tournaments.
Turf. Although turf fields expand the possibility to use the fields for other sports,
including lacrosse and ultimate frisbee, the demand for turf for soccer has shifted
back and forth in the recent years due to increased soccer injuries that occur on turf
compared with grass.
Amenities for tournaments.
• Pavilion for tournament headquarters area.

Tournament entry fees per team:
• Recreational: $150-$375 per team
•

Academy: $275-$525 per team

•

Competitive: $525-$595 per team
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•

Wi-Fi. Tournament organizers need Wi-Fi.

•

Concessions. The demand for concessions at soccer events is lower than it is for
baseball and football.

ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
Baseball and Softball Impact Analysis

Category

A high-quality sports complex attracts sports tourism and associated economic activity.
Visitors, including players and spectators, come to practice, play or watch sports
activities, and they typically spend money on food, gas and/or other retail goods or
services. Spending boosts the local economy through revenues to local businesses and
associated wages to local workers.
The impact of a ballpark complex on Bridgeport’s economy can be estimated using an
economic model of Wise County. Given a set of assumptions about the number of
tournaments, and spending of players and visitors, the economic model can translate
those estimates into an overall impact on Bridgeport jobs and wages paid to Bridgeport
employees.
This analysis made the assumptions noted in the table below. The estimates of
tournament event dates and number of visitors were based on interviews with USSSA
officials. Spending estimates have been adapted from an analysis of a 2016 economic
impact analysis of sporting events in The Woodlands, Texas, by The Sports Facilities
Advisory, LLC.

Visitor
Assumptions

# Fields in Sports
Complex

4

Tournament Days

20

Teams per Tournament

24

% Attendees from out of
town

95%

Players per team
Guests accompanying
each player
Total out of town visitors
including players
Total out of town visitors
per year

Notes

10 weekend tournaments
per year
Max of 32 teams can be
supported by four fields

15
2
1,026
20,520
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Spending per day

Per Person (Day Trip)

Per Person (Overnight Stay) Total Spending / Day

Notes

Hotel room cost

$70

Average of local hotel rates

Families choosing hotel stay

15%

Most will commute for the day

Hotel spending

$11.67

$1,796

Meal spending

$11.24

$22.49

$13,266

Retail Goods spending per day

$9.23

$21.09

$11,297

Transportation spending per day

$2.55

$10.19

$3,788

Total spending per day

$23.02

$65.44

$30,146

Total spending per year
With these assumptions as inputs to the economic impact model, the economic impact
to the Bridgeport economy is as follows.
Impact

Employment

Labor Income

Direct Impact

5.31

$142,009

Indirect Impact

0.74

$27,070

Induced Impact

0.38

$13,601

Total

6.44

$182,679

The direct impact represents the impact of spending in Bridgeport stores and service
providers. The table indicates that the additional sales in Bridgeport stores would
generate economic activity that would support the hiring of 5.31 additional full-timeequivalent staff, and correspondingly increase the wages paid to Bridgeport workers by
around $142,000.
The indirect impact is the increase in business-to-business sales that Wise County goods
and services providers make to the businesses that are the direct recipients of visitor
dollars. The analysis indicates that an additional 0.74 full-time-equivalent employees
in those supplier businesses is supported by the visitor spending, representing around
$27,000 in wages.
The induced economic impact is the local spending that occurs as a result of the increased
wages that are paid. The analysis indicates that this induced spending supports an
additional 0.38 full-time-equivalent employees in local businesses, representing around
$13,600 in wages. The economic impact model also estimates additional tax revenues to
various public entities as follows:

From SFA analysis of The Woodlands, TX
sports facilities
25% reduced from SFA analysis of The
Woodlands, TX sports facilities
25% reduced from SFA analysis of The
Woodlands, TX sports facilities
From SFA analysis of The Woodlands TX,
sports facilities

$602,929
Sub County
General

Sub County Special
Districts

County

$3,472.55

$11,736.03

$6,192.68

2 - Indirect

$460.04

$1,555.00

$821.68

3 - Induced

$301.17

$1,017.92

$537.37

$4,233.77

$14,308.95

$7,551.73

Impact
1 - Direct

Total

Baseball and Softball Impact Analysis Summary:
Given the specified assumptions, a new four ballfield complex in Bridgeport would
generate or support the following estimated impacts on an annual basis:
•

20,520 out of town visits

•

$602,929 in new visitor spending

•

6.44 in additional local full time equivalent jobs, earning $182,679 in wages

•

$26,094.45 in additional local tax receipts

Note that this analysis is focused on impacts from hosting tournament events. There
are additional positive economic impacts from other uses of the ballpark complex. A
new ballpark complex will capture a greater share of the baseball and softball games and
practices that would otherwise go elsewhere.
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Soccer Impact Analysis

Category

A high-quality sports complex attracts sports tourism and associated economic activity.
Visitors, including players and spectators, come to practice, play or watch sports
activities, and they typically spend money on food, gas and/or other retail goods or
services. Spending boosts the local economy through revenues to local businesses and
associated wages to local workers.
The impact of a soccer complex on Bridgeport’s economy can be estimated using an
economic model of Wise County. Given a set of assumptions about the number of
tournaments, and spending of players and visitors, the economic model can translate
those estimates into an overall impact on Bridgeport jobs and wages paid to Bridgeport
employees.
This analysis made the assumptions noted in the table shown on the right. The estimates
of tournament event dates and number of visitors were based on interviews with local
experts and soccer tournament organizers. Spending estimates have been adapted from
an analysis of a 2016 economic impact analysis of sporting events in The Woodlands,
Texas, by The Sports Facilities Advisory, LLC.

Visitor
Assumptions

Notes

# Fields in Sports
Complex

6

Tournament Days

15

10 weekend tournaments per year

Teams per Tournament

30

Max of 36 teams can be
supported by six fields, 48 if
they're lighted, additional if fields
are split or other Bridgeport
soccer fields are utilized.

% Attendees from out of
town

95%

Players per team
Guests accompanying
each player
Total out of town visitors
including players
Total out of town visitors
per year

18
2
1,539
23,085
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Spending per day

Per Person (Day Trip)

Per Person (Overnight Stay) Total Spending / Day

Notes

Hotel room cost

$70

Average of local hotel rates

Families choosing hotel stay

15%

Most will commute for the day

Hotel spending

$11.67

$2,693

Meal spending

$11.24

$22.49

$19,898

Retail Goods spending per day

$9.23

$21.09

$16,946

Transportation spending per day

$2.55

$10.19

$5,682

Total spending per day

$23.02

$65.44

$45,220

Total spending per year

From SFA analysis of The Woodlands, TX
sports facilities
25% reduced from SFA analysis of The
Woodlands, TX sports facilities
25% reduced from SFA analysis of The
Woodlands, TX sports facilities
From SFA analysis of The Woodlands TX,
sports facilities

$678,295

With these assumptions as inputs to the economic impact model, the economic impact
to the Bridgeport economy is as follows.

Impact

Sub County
Gen-eral

Sub County Special
Districts

County

$3,915.78

$13,233.97

$6,982.88

Impact

Employment

Labor Income

Direct Impact

5.95

$158,221

Indirect Impact

$521.51

$1,762.76

$931.46

Indirect Impact

.84

$30,642

Induced Impact

$336.47

$1,137.23

$600.36

Induced Impact

0.43

$15,195

Total

$4,773.76

$16,133.96

$8,514.69

Total

7.22

$204,057

The direct impact represents the impact of spending in Bridgeport stores and service
providers. The table indicates that the additional sales in Bridgeport stores would generate
economic activity that would support the hiring of 5.95 additional full-time-equivalent staff,
and correspondingly increase the wages paid to Bridgeport workers by around $158,200.
The indirect impact is the increase in business-to-business sales that Wise County goods and
services providers make to the businesses that are the direct recipients of visitor dollars. The
analysis indicates that an additional 0.84 full-time-equivalent employees in those supplier
businesses is supported by the visitor spending, representing around $30,600 in wages.
The induced economic impact is the local spending that occurs as a result of the increased
wages that are paid. The analysis indicates that this induced spending supports an additional
0.43 full-time-equivalent employees in local businesses, representing around $15,200 in
wages. The economic impact model also estimates additional tax revenues to various public
entities as follows:

Direct Impact

Soccer Impact Analysis Summary:
Given the specified assumptions, a new six field soccer complex in Bridgeport would
generate or support the following estimated impacts on an annual basis:
•

23,085 out of town visits

•

$678,295 in new visitor spending

•

7.22 in additional local full time equivalent jobs, earning $204,057 in wages

•

$29,422.41 in additional local tax receipts

Note: This analysis is focused on impacts from hosting tournament events. There are
additional positive economic impacts from other uses of the soccer complex. A new
soccer complex will capture a greater share of the soccer games and practices that would
otherwise go elsewhere. Although not as significant as the spending at tournaments (where
visitors may spend all or most of a day in Bridgeport), the local spending that occurs before
and after regular games and practices has an additional positive impact on Bridgeport’s
economy.
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ECONOMIC CONTEXT AND IMPACT OF THE NORTHWEST
OHV PARK IN ENDEAVOR BRIDGEPORT PARK
The City of Bridgeport is undertaking a system-wide plan for the future of its park
system—the Bridgeport Parks Master Plan. The plan will give guidance for how to
respond to the area’s growth and serve the community of Bridgeport through the
City’s park system. It will balance new park expansion with maintaining existing park
facilities, guide implementation and policy decisions for future recreation amenities
and parkland needs, identify community desires for recreational uses and associated
park growth areas, aid the City in seeking funding opportunities, and improve the
overall quality of life of the Bridgeport community.
Endeavor Bridgeport Adventure Park is a flagship element of the Bridgeport park
system. It’s known to attract a great number of people from outside of Bridgeport to
the City. Much of that destination traffic is coming for the purpose of driving a vehicle
through the Northwest OHV Park, located within Endeavor Bridgeport. An average of
nine thousand entry passes to the Northwest OHV Park are sold each year.
As part of the planning initiative, there is an interest in understanding the contribution
that Endeavor Bridgeport makes to Bridgeport’s economy, as well as steps that can be
taken to increase its economic impact. This memorandum is focused on shedding light
on these questions.
Any destination attraction has an impact on the local economy. The people who come
to take part in programs or events or, in this case driving along rugged trails, usually
purchase other local food, gas, memorabilia and other goods and services. They may
stay overnight. They may participate in other events.
This economic analysis gathers information about the following:
•

Competitive context. Where are the other off highway vehicle parks in the region?
What features are offered at the comparison facilities. This study identified thirteen
off highway vehicle park facilities in a 400 mile radius of Bridgeport.

•

Economic impact. What is the local economic benefit from Northwest OHV Park?
And how might that impact be increased? This study gathered survey input, and
drew from a detailed analysis of another destination trail system, to estimate the
local expenditures that are associated with the Northwest OHV Park. It utilized
IMPLAN, an economic impact model, to estimate the total local economic impact
that is associated with those expenditures.

Competitive Context
Off highway vehicle parks are destination recreational features. While Bridgeport’s
Northwest OHV Park is located about an hour from the center of the DFW metropolitan
area, competing OHV Parks are located over a broad area that encompasses central and
eastern Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas. The closest OHV Park to Northwest OHV Park
is Lonestar Off-Road Park, located within the DFW Metroplex. No other off highway
vehicle park is located closer than a 2 hour drive from the center of the Metroplex.
Exhibit 1 is a map of competing OHV Park facilities in a 400 mile radius. Table 1
provides additional detail about these facilities, including their land area, the length
of the trail system, and some of the complementary features and amenities they offer.
Below are some findings from this comparison analysis.
•

Trail length. The 25 miles of trails at Northwest OHV Park are on the low end of
what’s offered at competing facilities.

•

Entry fee. The twenty-five dollar entry fee is aligned with what the majority of the
facilities charge. A few charge thirty dollars or more, and there is another set of
facilities with entry fees of less than ten dollars.

•

Camping. Many of the facilities provide an opportunity for tent and/or RV camping.

•

Skill level. Most of the facilities offer trails at a range of skill levels.

The convenience of Northwest OHV Park to the DFW Metroplex population is a strong
comparative advantage for Northwest OHV Park. It is also a limiting factor on the
economic impact the facility can have, because its proximity to the Metroplex makes
it more likely that visitors will return home to eat, shop, and spend the night, rather
than doing those activities in Bridgeport. On the other hand, the City of Bridgeport
benefits from the availability of visitors, and has the potential to leverage that market by
providing amenities that are appealing to them.
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Table 1. Comparison Off Highway Vehicle Parks
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Competing OHV Parks

◊

Places to hang jeep doors

◊

Trash cans where the trails cross roads

Research on the competing OHV Parks resulted in the following findings.

◊

Occasional benches

•

Location. As the closest OHV Park outside of the DFW Metroplex, Northwest
OHV Park is in a strong location with respect to competing OHV parks.

◊

•

Lonestar Off-Road Park. Lonestar Off-Road Park in Grand Prairie is the only
OHV Park that is more convenient to DFW residents. It is 128 acres in area, and
charges $25 per day for vehicles.

The numbers of the 911 markers in corresponding locations on the park map so
that by looking at the map you can tell exactly where you are on the trail when
you pass one of the markers

◊

A trail around the lake

◊

Fishing at the lake

◊

GPS files of different "runs" around the park to help people piece together
longer rides

◊

One bicyclist made suggestions: improve signage on trails, a bike maintenance
station, and running water.

•

Camping. Most of the OHV parks also offer camping options, and many do not
charge a fee for that—although the parks that offer RV camping typically charge a
fee for those.

•

Amenities. Many of the other OHV Parks offer amenities to distinguish them from
others, and attract additional customers. Some of the amenities include cabins,
restrooms/showers, RV hookups, picnic tables, etc.

•

Marketing. Many OHV park website have a tagline—for example, “largest OHV in
north Texas.”

This research suggests the value of complementary features at Endeavor Bridgeport that
will both distinguish the facility further, and extend visit time to the OHV Park.

User Survey
A user survey was administered to get feedback on Endeavor Bridgeport Park, and learn
about local spending by park users. Nine surveys were completed by visitors to Endeavor
Bridgeport Park. Seven surveys were completed by people who were using the OHV Park.
Two surveys were completed by people who were using the hiking and biking trails. The
following were findings from the survey responses.
•

Group sizes and age range. Respondents reported group sized that ranged from 1
to 9 people. Ages ranged widely, from age 3 to 70. All of the groups of two or more
people which reported ages were multigenerational groups.

•

Origin. Two of the respondents live in or near Bridgeport. The other seven
respondents reported different zip codes that located them in the DFW area—in a
central, northern or western location within the Metroplex.

•

Best features. Respondents repeatedly affirmed the trails as the best feature, and
several of the OHV users specifically appreciated the range of difficulty levels.
Respondents also mentioned the fact that staff is friendly and the facility isn’t oversupervised.

•

Improvements to consider. Some respondents made suggestions for improvements.
Camping and additional signage were each suggested a couple of times. Other
suggestions were the following.

•

Camping. Eight of the nine respondents said they would use camping facilities
if they were added. Of those eight, two respondents said they would prefer a RV
campsite. The other six indicated they would utilize both RV and tent campsites.

•

Length of visit. Most respondents were spending 3 to 6 hours in Bridgeport. Two
were spending more than six hours. One of the people using the hiking and biking
trails was spending less than three hours.

•

Overnight stay. None of the respondents was staying overnight in Bridgeport.

•

Spending. The survey asked questions about three spending categories – 1)
spending at gas stations, including convenience items at gas stations, 2) spending
on food and beverages, 3) spending on other retail and entertainment. Most of the
OHV visitors expected to spend money in all three categories. Most expected to
spend $50 to $100 in gas station spending. Most planned to pick up some food in
Bridgeport, with a couple of the groups expecting to spend over $100 on food and
drinks. Most expected to do some additional retail and entertainment spending in
the range of $20 to $100 for the group.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
Endeavor Bridgeport attracts visitors to Bridgeport who contribute to the local economy.
Visitors come to use the OHV Park or hiking and bicycle trails, and often do so in groups.
While in town they will typically spend money on food, gas and/or other retail goods or
services. Their spending boosts the local economy through revenues to local businesses
and associated wages to local workers.

Table 2. Average Spending by Visitor Group

Most of the Endeavor Bridgeport visitors are coming from the DFW metropolitan area, and
based on reported home zip codes may be driving about an hour to Bridgeport. Because
of that proximity they are unlikely to stay overnight in Bridgeport if the adventure park is
the only activity they are coming to Bridgeport for. None of the survey respondents were
intending to stay overnight in Bridgeport.
However, given that most spend three to six hours in Bridgeport, they are spending money
on food and beverages, and often take time for other retail shopping or entertainment.

Hatfield-McCoy Trail System
The Hatfield-McCoy Trail System is a regional network of ATV and OHV Trails in
southern West Virginia. It has some parallels to Bridgeport’s OHV facility in that it tends
to attract groups of trail riders that may be similar demographically to those that come to
Bridgeport. And it has the benefit of being rigorously studied from an economic impact
perspective, so it can provide another point of reference for estimating the economic
impact of the Northwest OHV Park.
The location is similar to Bridgeport economically in that there isn’t an extensive set of
complementary tourism amenities, so most visitors are focused on using the trail facilities,
and the money that they spend in the local communities tend to be focused on food,
drink, and overnight lodging. The trail system offers 700 miles of trails, so groups tend
to come from further away than they do for Bridgeport’s OHV Park, and they typically
spend a few days in the area. Because visitors to Bridgeport’s OHV Park aren’t traveling as
far, Bridgeport isn’t attracting the overnight stays. But we might anticipate that spending
patterns are similar in other respects.

Spending Category

In-State Visitors

Out-of-State Visitors

Prepared Foods

$80.96

$146.37

Groceries

$60.37

$106.57

Entertainment

$22.47

$52.18

Accommodations

$227.69

$432.95

Retail Shopping

$50.22

$75.48

Visiting
Attractions

$14.78

$21.80

Fuel for Vehicles

$98.59

$170.15

Trail Vehicle
Repair

$39.80

$68.32

Other

$31.67

$82.64

Total

$626.55

$1,156.46

Source: The Economic and Fiscal Impact of the Hatfield-McCoy Trail System in West
Virginia - 2019
Table 3 translates the group spending in Table 2 to per day spending using the
assumption that the average length of stay is associated with the average spending on
accommodations. On that basis, in-state visitors to the Trail System are estimated to
be staying an average of 2 nights, and out-of-state visitors are estimated to be staying 4
nights.

The analysis of the economic impact of the Hatfield-McCoy Trail System is titled, “The
Economic and Fiscal Impact of the Hatfield-McCoy Trail System in West Virginia –
2019.” They surveyed trail system visitors, received 2,847 valid responses. A major focus
of the survey was visitor spending patterns during their stays. Average visitor spending
was calculated for two groups—visitors from out of state zip codes, and visitors from instate zip codes. The average spending of these visitor groups to the Hatfield-McCoy Trail
System are as indicated in Table 2.
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Table 4. Average Spending by Northwest OHV Park Visitor Groups

Table 3. Average Spending by In-State Visitor Group, per Day

Spending Category

Average Local
Spending per
Visitor Group

Total Local
Spending, OHV
Park Visitors

Total Local
Spending,
All Endeavor
Bridgeport
Visitors

$108.24

Gas Stations

$60.00

$540,000

$600,000

$25.11

$18.87

Food and Drinks

$75.71

$681,429

$757,143

Visiting Attractions

$7.39

$5.45

Fuel for Vehicles

$49.30

$42.54

$48.57

$437,143

$485,714

Trail Vehicle Repair

$19.90

$17.08

$184.29

$1,658,571

$1,842,857

Other

$15.84

$20.66

Total

$313.28

$289.12

Total, not Including
Accommodations

$199.43

$180.88

Spending Category

In-State Visitors

Out-of-State Visitors

Prepared Foods

$40.48

$36.59

Groceries

$30.19

$26.64

Entertainment

$11.24

$13.05

Accommodations

$113.85

Retail Shopping

Other Spending
(including retail
& entertainment)
Total

Source: Local survey of Endeavor Bridgeport Visitors

Note that when the spending on overnight accommodations are excluded (because few
visitor groups to Bridgeport are spending the night), the per day spending of the groups
visiting the Hatfield McCoy trail system is roughly $180 to $200. That aligns closely with the
local spending that was estimated by visitors to the Northwest OHV Park.

Given that around 9,000 vehicle permits are issued each year for Northwest OHV Park,
the per group spending for OHV Park users can be scaled up to an estimate of total local
spending in the three spending categories. Those figures are shown in the second column.
The final column of the table includes Endeavor Bridgeport visitors who are using park
features other than the OHV Park, such as its biking and hiking trails.

Economic Impact of Northwest OHV Park
Spending at local businesses has three levels of impact on the local economy.

Local Survey Findings
Seven of the visitor groups who responded to the Bridgeport survey were Northwest OHV
Park users. All of them provided estimates of their local spending in Bridgeport. Using
the midpoint in each of the spending ranges, and taking $150 as the spending assumption
where the respondent selected “More than $100,” Table 4 shows the average estimated local
spending by these visitors.

•

Direct Impact. Local spending directly supports the viability and profitability of
local businesses, and the employment of staff at those businesses.

•

Indirect Impact. Where the suppliers of local businesses are also located in the
area, those suppliers are supported by the local spending of visitors.

•

Induced Impact. The earnings of the employees at local businesses that are
supported by Endeavor Bridgeport visitors are recirculated in the local economy,
because employees spend a portion of their earnings at other local businesses.

Taken together these three impacts constitute the total economic impact of visitor
spending in Bridgeport. Using an economic model for Wise County created by and
purchased through IMPLAN, the total economic impact of the estimated visitor
spending is estimated in Table 5.
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Table 5. Local Economic Impact of Endeavor Bridgeport Visitor Spending
Type of Impact

Empolyment

Labor Income

Direct Impact

14.79

$434,326

Indirect Impact

2.45

$102,327

Induced Impact

1.20
18.44

Total Impact

Table 7. Local Tax Impacts from Endeavor Bridgeport Visitor Spending
Sub County
General

Sub County Special
Districts

County

Direct Impact

$15,402

$52,054

$27,466

$43,283

Indirect Impact

$1,772

$5,990

$3,165

$579,935

Induced Impact

$1,280

$4,327

$2,284

$18,454

$62,371

$32,915

Type of Impact

Total

Source: IMPLAN analysis, based on assumed spending inputs
This analysis suggests that, taking into consideration the three types of impacts noted
above, the visitor spending associated with Bridgeport’s Endeavor Bridgeport Park supports
around 18 local jobs, and around $580 thousand in annual earnings for those employees.

As a summary, given the specified assumptions Bridgeport’s Northwest OHV Park
visitors generate the following estimated impacts on an annual basis:

Northwest OHV Park visitors pay an entry fee of $25. That entry fee is not taken into
consideration in the analysis of local spending in Table 5. But the fee is a source of revenue
to the City of Bridgeport, and is used to pay salaries and wages of City staff. In that sense
it also supports local jobs and wages, and can be considered part of the total local impact
of the Northwest OHV Park. Table 6 illustrates the local economic impact of Northwest
OHV Park, including the park entry fee.

•

9,000 group visits to Northwest OHV Park

•

$1.8 million in annual visitor spending

•

22 full time equivalent local jobs supported, with cumulative wages of $790 thousand

•

$114,000 in local tax receipts generated

Table 6. Total Local Economic Impact of Endeavor Bridgeport Visitor Spending
Type of Impact

Empolyment

Labor Income

Direct Impact

17.72

$626,440

Indirect Impact

2.45

$102,327

Induced Impact

1.60

$57,909

Total Impact

21.77

$786,676

Note that the entry fees have the effect of supporting an additional three jobs, and are
associated with around $207,000 in additional annual wages.
In addition to impacts on the private sector economy, visitor spending and fee payments
from Northwest OHV Park also generate an increase in tax proceeds. Tax impacts are
documented in Table 7.

Economic Impact of Proposed
Camping Facilities
The addition of camping facilities at Endeavor Bridgeport would contribute to Bridgeport’s
economy by attracting additional visitors to Bridgeport, and extending the stay of some
who are already coming to Bridgeport. It represents additional opportunities for tourism
spending in Bridgeport’s restaurants and retail stores.
It is beyond the scope of this analysis to estimate the usage of the planned camping facility.
But we can estimate the economic impact of the campsite on Bridgeport’s economy is we
base that on a set of plausible assumptions. This section looks at the estimated economic
impact of the camping facility given the following assumptions.
•

The campsite generates a 10% increase in the number of groups that utilize the
Northwest OHV Park annually. Visitor groups increase from 9,000 to 9,900.

•

15% of existing Northwest OHV visitor groups will stay in the campsite overnight,
extending the time they stay in Bridgeport. In other words, out of 9,900 projected
Northwest OHV Park visitors, a total of 2,250 of them will stay overnight in the
campground.

•

An additional 3,000 camping groups, who are not OHV Park visitors, will spend an
overnight at the campground.

In this scenario an average of roughly 14 campsites would be used per night—and that
number would probably be higher on weekends and lower during the week.
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Table 8 makes the assumption that the groups who visit the OHV Park and overnight in
the campground spend 50% more in Bridgeport than groups that visit the Northwest OHV
Park in a day trip.
Table 8. Local Spending: OHV Park Visitors and Campground Users
OHV Park Users, Day Trip

OHV Park Users,
Overnight Campers

Non-OHV Park Users,
Overnight Campers:

Gas Stations

$459,000

$202,500

$270,000

$931,500

Food and Drinks

$579,214

$255,536

$340,714

$1,175,464

Other Spending (including retail &
entertainment)

$371,571

$163,929

$218,571

$754,071

$1,409,786

$621,964

$829,286

$2,861,036

Spending Category

Total

Total Estimated Spending

When compared with Table 4, the impact of the campground in this scenario is to increase
local spending by 55% from around $1.8 million annually to around $2.9 million annually.
Table 9 shows the economic impact on Bridgeport’s economy that is associated with this
additional spending.
Table 9. Total Local Economic Impact of Northwest OHV Park
with Proposed Campground
Type of Impact

Employment

Labor Income

Direct Impact

26.98

$937,827

Indirect Impact

3.79

$158,353

Induced Impact

2.41

$87,228

Total Impact

33.19

$1,183,408

A comparison with Table 6 above shows that, given all of the stated assumptions, the
campsite would generate an additional 11 jobs in Bridgeport, and around $400,000 of
additional local employment earnings.
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FUNDING STRATEGIES
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MUNICIPAL FUNDING CONSIDERATIONS
Recommended actions in the Parks Master Plan 2021 address a wide range of items from
recreational programming, to facility enhancements, upgraded resources, and higher-level
policies. This memo addresses the different implementation tools that will be important to
achieve this Plan. They include:
• Operational Changes: Different or altered plans, staffing, or operational actions,
especially existing city budget.
• Policies: Approved actions or policies used to guide City decisions. Sometimes, it
encompasses a movement in a general direction which may include a combination
of other types of implementation tools.
• Capital Investment Program: Larger-scale capital improvements incorporated into
the greater capital improvement program or five-year Capital Improvement Plan
(CIP)

Recommended Operational Considerations
City of Bridgeport already has the operational tools required to implement this Parks
Master Plan 2021 in place. Slight changes to these tools will help the City use these existing
tools more effectively in funding recommended improvements, such as:
Economic Development Sales Tax Fund – This is a tax of up to one half of one percent
that can be used for economic development purposes. It gives cities the ability to finance
new and expanded business enterprises through economic development corporations, or
EDC’s. There are two types of EDCs: Type A and Type B, or 4A and 4B. Cities may have
one or both taxes in place. The adoption of either type of tax requires voter approval, and
both types are subject to restrictions. The main requirement is that the businesses bring
new money into the community.
Currently the City’s Economic Development Sales Tax is being applied to a Type A (also
called 4A) Corporation. The monies of Type A (4A) sales tax are mostly restricted to
spending for economic development purposes, primarily targeting manufacturing
and industrial development. EDCs may use Type A revenue to fund land, buildings,
equipment, facilities expenditures, targeted infrastructure and improvements for projects.
In contrast the Type B sales tax may be used for any project eligible under Type A rules
and several other project types, including quality of life improvements, including paying
for land, buildings, equipment, facilities, targeted infrastructure and improvements for:
•
•
•
•

Professional and amateur sports and athletic facilities, tourism and entertainment
facilities, convention facilities and public parks;
Related store, restaurant, concession, parking and transportation facilities;
Related street, water and sewer facilities; and
Affordable housing

Type A EDCs may fund projects eligible under Type B without voting to abolish the Type
A tax and impose the Type B tax, but this requires the Type A EDC to publish notice of
its intent to fund a Type B project, hold at least one public hearing and conduct a special
election for every Type B type project.
If the City converts the Type A (4A) sales tax to Type B (4B) sales tax by holding a onetime
election, this will provide an additional source of funding to implement the Parks Master
Plan 2021.
Hotel Occupancy Tax – Texas law authorizes cities to impose up to 7% tax on hotel
rooms for the purpose of promoting tourism and the convention and hotel industry.
Currently, City of Bridgeport collects a Hotel Occupancy Tax (HOT) from the four
local hotels (La Quinta, Greystone Inn, Comfort Suites, and Bridgeport Suites) on a
monthly basis. However, currently the city dedicates 75% of the HOT funds to provide
annual funding for charitable / nonprofit / community organizations whose programs,
activities, or special events such as Main Street, Chamber of Commerce, Downtown
Association, Stagecoach and Non-Departmental. While civic organizations are
important part of a city’s social infrastructure, especially for smaller cities and towns,
the impact of monies spent on increasing tourism gets diluted when divided among
multiple organizations with different priorities.
If a larger percentage of these funds were redirected towards implementing the
recommendations prioritized in this Parks Master Plan 2021 for the next 5 to 10 years,
the return on investment on these HOT fund expenditures will be greater than what the
City is realizing currently.
Special Revenue Funds – Currently the City has multiple funds (Bridgeport Stage
Fund, Cemetery Fund, and Recreation Fund) where the monies are solely used for
the purpose specified in each fund. This divides the available pool of monies thereby
reducing the City’s ability to implement larger projects.
If these funds are combined into a Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Fund, it would
allow the City to combine budgets and save on administrative costs, prioritize the
maintenance of these existing facilities while providing for a portion of the fund to
implement this Parks Master Plan 2021.
Tax Increment Financing - This is a method by which a city or municipality can generate
new money for improving certain areas in the community. When a city wishes to improve
or redevelop an area, it can designate it as a Tax Increment Finance Zone. It can then use
the excess taxes created by the development to fund projects that will in turn draw more
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development and increased taxes to the area. Currently, the City has two TIFs that already
include improvements for Harwood Park, Turkey Creek Trail System, and Endeavor Park.
If the City were to issue TIF bonds for the Endeavor Park TIF it would provide funding
in addition to the existing and committed TIF funds to implement the Endeavor Park
recommendations. TIF bonds are tax-exempt bonds used to pay front-end infrastructure
(park improvement and development is considered essential infrastructure) and eligible
development costs. As development occurs, the “tax-increment” resulting from these
projects is used to retire the debt that was issued to fund the eligible costs. This funding
mechanism works well for regional park improvements and in trail development.

Recommended Capital Improvement
Program (CIP) Considerations
A Capital Investment Program, also known as a capital improvement plan (CIP), is a tool
to help organizations make good budgeting decisions for large projects and purchases,
based on goals and resources. Capital improvements are typically defined as major public
expenditures, usually physical in nature. Some common categories of capital expenditures
are:

Recommended Policy Considerations

•
•
•

City of Bridgeport has an array of opportunities to accelerate the implementation of
the Parks Master Plan 2021 by amending some existing regulations and adding new
policies, as mentioned below:

•

Landscape and Tree Preservation Ordinances – The City does not currently have either
a landscape ordinance or a tree preservation ordinance. These ordinances enhance a
community’s quality of life. These regulations have not been found to hinder development,
as developers are used to following such requirements in other municipalities. Therefore,
not having these ordinances may attract developments that are undesirable and not
allowed in neighboring communities.
If the City were to amend the zoning ordinance to add landscaping and tree preservation
requirements it will not only help create better developments and a greener environment
but will also provide opportunities for requiring fees in lieu of required landscaping, and
fees in lieu of waivers and variances to the landscaping requirements. These fees if added
to the previously suggested Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Fund will increase the
funding availability to implement the recommendations of the Parks Master Plan 2021.

Purchase of major equipment (ex: playground equipment, snowplow, computers)
Acquisition of land for a public purpose (ex: park, landfill, industrial site)
Construction, expansion, or major renovation of a public facility or building (ex:
parks, library, roads, sewage treatment plant, building retrofit for energy efficiency)
Related planning, engineering, design, appraisal, or feasibility study costs (ex:
LEED certification, architectural fees, etc.)

City’s current parks related CIP investment is extremely minimal and includes two pieces
of mowing equipment. We believe that with a more ambitious CIP vision the City will be
able to implement a major portion of its Parks Master Plan 2021. The City is in the process
of updating its 5-year Capital Projects Plan. It will be important to ensure that priorities
from the Parks Master Plan 2021 are given precedence where possible.
If the City were to consider issuing revenue bonds for certain fee-oriented park
improvements, in addition to using the CIP funding from the traditional general obligation
bonds to fund implementation of recommendations included in in this Parks Master Plan
2021 it would accelerate the return on investment through increase in property taxes and
HOT funds by attracting residents, jobs, and tourism.

Park Dedication Ordinance – This is a way to increase park land for future Bridgeport
residents without costing current residents money. The dedication requirement in a
parkland dedication ordinance should comprise three elements: a land requirement; a
fee-in-lieu alternative to the land requirement; and a parks development fee.
If the City were to develop a parkland dedication ordinance and require all three elements
mentioned above, it would create an additional funding source to implement the Parks
Master Plan 2021.
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OTHER FUNDING STRATEGIES
Funding strategies will differ for each type of facility. However, the majority of the
funding required to address the City’s park, recreation, and open space needs must
come from local sources, primarily bond funding and sales tax revenue. While local
funds can be used for improvements to existing parks, other parks, open space and trail
projects may be able to contend for federal and state funds. This section provides brief
descriptions of these funding implementation opportunities.
Communities cannot always foresee the infrastructure investment necessary to advance
important projects. The City recognizes the importance of parks and outdoor recreation
spaces for the community and has designated funding that could be used as a match for
grant programs. Agency and foundational grants exist for parks and trails and should be
pursued to leverage the City’s Parks and Recreation Department budget and stretch tax
dollars. Thus, we are including in this Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Master Plan
a Funding Source Matrix, which highlights several such programs that can support the
10-year implementation strategy.
Knowing which project types are eligible for which funds is important, but just because

a project is eligible for funding, doesn’t mean it will compete well. Demands on federal
and state agency programs far outweigh the money available for funding awards.
Applicants must be strategic, understand funding programs and craft competitive
application packages. The first step is identifying programs and making a preliminary
match between City needs and funding programs. Once a program has been identified,
it is critical to get to know staff at funding agencies; meet with them and get to know
what their priorities are for funding within the eligibility framework. What are their hot
button issues and how do they line up with Bridgeport's needs? Does Bridgeport have a
project or a bundle of projects that are truly a good fit for their program(s)? In addition
to the Funding Source Matrix, highlighted below are the funding sources that appear to
be the best fit for each of the park master plans. A formal funding strategy can be created
once projects are programmed into the implementation plan. This is Step 1 in a fourstep process. Future steps are:
Step 2. Engage Funding Partners
Step 3. Design Funding Strategy [Roadmap]
Step 4. Craft Applications

Bridgeport Falls

Grant programs listed below are specific to Bridgeport Falls and the park amenities featured within the master plan.

Program and Agency

Purpose / Goals

Habitat and Angler Access Program To enhance freshwater fish
offered thru Texas Parks and Wildlife habitats and expand bank and
Department (TPWD)
shoreline-based angler access on
public water bodies throughout
the state.

Program and Agency

Purpose / Goals

Eligible Use of Funds
Projects
that
include
on-the-ground •
enhancement or restoration of public stream,
river, or reservoir habitats or enhancement of •
bank and shoreline-based angling access.
•
•

Eligible Use of Funds

Boating Access Grant offered thru To provide public access to public Construction of public motorboat ramp •
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department waters for recreational boating.
facilities and related facilities
•
(TPWD)
•

Loan/Grant Max.; Terms; Funding Cycle
Up to $50,000; no match is required but would make the
application more competitive.
Projects must be completed within two years.
Annually, typically in August.
Competitive project proposals selected through the
proposal review process will be invited to submit a final
Scope of Work.

Loan/Grant Max.; Terms; Funding Cycle
Will fund 75% of project costs, up to $500,000.
Local applicant must accept operation and maintenance
responsibilities for a minimum 25-year period.
Annually, February 1
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Harwood Park

Grant programs listed below are specific to Harwood Park and the park amenities featured within the master plan.

Program and Agency

Purpose / Goals

Healthy Kids, Healthy Families® To support the health and well(HKHF) offered thru Blue Cross Blue being of the children and families
Shield of TX
across the states in which we
operate through four focus areas:
American Lung Association,
Physical Activity, Mobile Health
Vans, Food Banks.

Program and Agency

Purpose / Goals

Recreational Trails Grants offered thru In conjuction with the Federal
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department Highway Administration, this
(TPWD)
federally funded program receives
its funding from federal gas taxes
paid on fuel used in non-highway
recreational vehicles.

Program and Agency

Purpose / Goals

Transportation
Alternatives
SetAside offered thru Federal Highway
Administration - administered by
TxDOT

Preserve historic, archaeological,
scenic
and
environmental
resources related to surface
transportation, and to facilitate
bicycle and pedestrian use.

Program and Agency

Purpose / Goals

Eligible Use of Funds
The community lead organization must be a •
nonprofit, tax exempt, 501(c)(3) organization;
have the financial capacity and qualified staff
to oversee and manage the project (defined
as organizations operating a current annual •
budget of $2 million or more); collaborate on
proposed program with a health partner – i.e.,
hospital, clinic, fed. qualified health center.

Eligible Use of Funds
Funds can be spent on both motorized and •
non-motorized recreational trail projects such
as the construction of new recreational trails,
improvements to existing trails, navitgational
aids such as signage, development of trailheads •
or trailside facilities, and to acquire trail •
corridors.

Eligible Use of Funds
Eligible TA activities for the department’s •
2021 TA Program Call for Projects included:
1. Bicycle infrastructure improvements; 2. •
Shared use paths; 3. Sidewalk improvements;
4. Infrastructure-related projects to improve •
safety for non-motorized transportation.
Construction and engineering costs are eligible
for projects in communities of 50,000 or less in
population.

Eligible Use of Funds

Industry Community Grants offered To build momentum for bicycling Bicycle infrastructure projects such as: Bike •
thru People for Bikes
in communities across the U.S.
paths, lanes, trails, and bridges; End-of-trip •
facilities such as bike racks, bike parking, bike
repair stations and bike storage.
•

Program and Agency

Purpose / Goals

Community
Outdoor
Outreach
Program (CO-OP) offered thru
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
(TPWD)

To engage the target underrepresented audiences in outoor
recreation,
environmental
education and conservation.

Eligible Use of Funds
Programming for outdoor recreation, •
environmental education, and / or •
conservation. Funds cannot be used for
facility construction projects, gazebos, ponds, •
benches, trail building, etc. The CO-OP grant is
to be used to fund programs, not construction.
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Loan/Grant Max.; Terms; Funding Cycle
The intention is that the requested amount should
reflect the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed
program and be put within the context of the specific
needs and challenges of the communities involved.
Annual grant solicitation, typically letters of intent are
due mid August with full applications (if invited) due
end of September.

Loan/Grant Max.; Terms; Funding Cycle
Maximum award of $300,000 for non-motorized trail
grants. Local applicant must accept operation and
maintenance responsibilities for a minimum 25-year
period.
Reimbursable grants can be up to 80% of project costs.
The annual application deadline is February 1st.

Loan/Grant Max.; Terms; Funding Cycle
No maximum listed but limited by total appropriations.
20% non-federal match required.
A project must also have an estimated project cost
exceeding $500,000.
Two-step application process with pre-applications
typically due in March and final applications due in June.

Loan/Grant Max.; Terms; Funding Cycle
Grant, 50% up to $10,000
Two-step application process: 1. Letter of Interest; 2. Full
Application: PFB will request a full project application
from a short list of qualified applicants.
Currently no open grant cycle but they typically have
two grant rounds in the spring and fall.

Loan/Grant Max.; Terms; Funding Cycle
Grants up to $60,000; no match required.
Target demographics include female, ethnic minority,
low income, and individuals with a disability.
Annually, November 1.

Endeavor Bridgeport / Northwest OHV

Grant programs listed below are specific to Endeavor Bridgeport / Northwest OHV and the park amenities featured within the master plan.

Program and Agency

Purpose / Goals

Eligible Use of Funds

Recreational Trails Grants offered thru See Harwood Park on previous See Harwood Park on previous page
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department page
(TPWD)

Program and Agency

Purpose / Goals

Eligible Use of Funds

Industry Community Grants offered See Harwood Park on previous See Harwood Park on previous page
thru People for Bikes
page

Program and Agency

Purpose / Goals

Eligible Use of Funds

Healthy Kids, Healthy Families® See Harwood Park on previous See Harwood Park on previous page
(HKHF) offered thru Blue Cross Blue page
Shield of TX

Program and Agency

Purpose / Goals

Eligible Use of Funds

Habitat and Angler Access Program See Bridgport Falls on previous See Bridgport Falls on previous page
offered thru Texas Parks and Wildlife page
Department (TPWD)

Program and Agency

Purpose / Goals

Eligible Use of Funds

Boating Access Grant offered thru See Bridgport Falls on previous See Bridgport Falls on previous page
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department page
(TPWD)

Program and Agency

Purpose / Goals

Eligible Use of Funds

Community
Outdoor
Outreach See Harwood Park on previous See Harwood Park on previous page
Program (CO-OP) offered thru page
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
(TPWD)

Loan/Grant Max.; Terms; Funding Cycle
See Harwood Park on previous page

Loan/Grant Max.; Terms; Funding Cycle
See Harwood Park on previous page

Loan/Grant Max.; Terms; Funding Cycle
See Harwood Park on previous page

Loan/Grant Max.; Terms; Funding Cycle
See Bridgport Falls on previous page

Loan/Grant Max.; Terms; Funding Cycle
See Bridgport Falls on previous page

Loan/Grant Max.; Terms; Funding Cycle
See Harwood Park on previous page
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Payne Park
Grant programs listed below are specific to Payne Park and the park amenities featured within the master plan.

Program and Agency

Purpose / Goals

Healthy Kids, Healthy Families® To support the health and well(HKHF) offered thru Blue Cross Blue being of the children and families
Shield of Texas
across the states in which we
operate through four focus areas:
American Lung Association,
Physical Activity, Mobile Health
Vans, Food Banks.

Program and Agency

Purpose / Goals

Eligible Use of Funds
The community lead organization must be a •
nonprofit, tax exempt, 501(c)(3) organization;
have the financial capacity and qualified staff
to oversee and manage the project (defined
as organizations operating a current annual •
budget of $2 million or more); collaborate on
proposed program with a health partner –
i.e., hospital, clinic, federally qualified health
center.

Eligible Use of Funds

Skatepark Construction Grants offered To help underserved communities Skatepark projects that are designed and built •
thru The Skatepark Project
create safe and inclusive public from concrete by qualified and experienced
skateparks for youth.
skatepark contractors
•

Loan/Grant Max.; Terms; Funding Cycle
The intention is that the requested amount should reflect
the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed program
and be put within the context of the specific needs and
challenges of the communities involved.
Annual grant solicitation, typically letters of intent are
due mid August with full applications (if invited) due end
of September.

Loan/Grant Max.; Terms; Funding Cycle
Grants ranging from $1,000 to $300,000 with average
grant amount being $10,000.
Letters of Inquiry are accepted on a rolling basis
(anytime). Grant Award decisions are made by the Grants
Committee on a quarterly basis.

Overall Park Funding

Grant programs listed below provide grant support for overall park funding related to infrastructure improvements, land acquisition, development of recreation areas, etc.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local Parks Non-Urban Outdoor Recreation offered thru Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD)
Local Parks Small Community Recreation offered thru Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD)
Competitive Tourism & Outdoor Recreation Grants offered thru US Economic Development Administration (EDA)
Governor's Community Achievement Awards offered thru Keep Texas Beautiful in partnership with Texas Department of Transportation
Hometown Grants offered thru T-Mobile
Community Development Block Grant: Small Cities Program offered thru Department of Housing & Urban Development - through Texas Department of Agriculture
Community Challenge offered thru AARP
National Parks Service Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance (RTCA) offered thru National Parks Service (NPS)

For additional information related to the Overall Park Funding grants, please see Appendix G - Grant Funding Sources Matrix
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TOP PRIORITIES AND NEEDS
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TOP
PRIORITY
NEEDS AND
NEXT STEPS
Consistent with the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD),
this Plan is to function as a parks, recreation and open space master
plan as stated in their guidelines. The TPWD has developed such
guidelines to help local governments prepare plans in accordance with
the Local Park Grant Programs Manual.
This 10-year plan was prepared to serve the City of Bridgeport in
guiding their vision for the future of their Parks, Recreation, and Open
Space opportunities. According to TPWD, plans must be updated
every five years. A brief summary of the plan accomplishments should
be recorded at the five-year mark. During this time, applicable updates
to demographics, goals and objectives, standards and maps must
be provided. Priorities should be updated as implementation items
are accomplished. If the City decides to make any revisions to the
priorities list other than an update to the plan’s accomplishment, they
must present a new priority listing justified by additional public input
along with a new resolution adopting the new priorities presented.

Below are the top priority needs for the Parks, Recreation, and Open Spaces in
Bridgeport. These priorities are consistent with TPWD requirements. Needs assessments,
community outreach and feedback, site visits and City staff and City officials’ input
determined these priorities. Note that the prioritization list is intended to serve as a
decision-making guide rather than a mandate. These items may be started earlier than
recommended if funding opportunities occur.

City of Bridgeport Parks, Recreation, and Open
Space Top Priority Needs
Priority

Project

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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